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This study of the home economics departments in hih schools 
01' Oregon wets undertaken by a foreign student and techer from New 
Zealind, wishinR to coordinate field trips with study at Oregon 
State College. It is chiefly a description of the content and ac- 
tivities of the departnients. In developinS this picture of present 
practices for homemak1n education in the selected schools, it W& 
hoped that the description would cont.in ideas that miSht be useful 
for homemaking educ&tion in New Zealand and that it might be of 
value to home economics teachers of Oregon who wished to compare 
their situation and methods with those in nearby schools. The 
school districts included for the study were selected because of 
their possible similarity in size to New Zealand school districts. 
Exact comparisons could not be made because of the linited data 
from New Zealand available, but the nature of the study did not 
make these essential. 

From the eipht school districts chosen, Albany, Corvtllis, 
Eugene, Lebanon, Oregon City, Philomath, Portland and Salem, 1' 
schools with homemaking depsrtments were included for the study. 
During each visit the writer endeavoured to see soneth1ng of the 
whole school nd as many homemaking cla3ses in session as possible, 
to examine some of the work done by the pupils, to meet all the 
home economics te. chers and to interview one or more of the ta- 
chers and the principal. On the average a day and a kalf were 
required for each school visit. A day was sometimes adequate when 
the teachers had some free periods or when they gave one or two 
hours out-of-school time for the interview. 

As would be expected in a state where there has been efficient 
suprvision of homemaking for a quarter of a century, there were 
many similar plans in ue in the 13 schools. It was thus possible 
to niake a connrehensive general description of many aspects of the 
homemaking education. Laboratories, programs of stuay, some methods 
of teeching, evaluating progress, and home economics for boys and 
adults were included in the general discussion. t the same time 
no two schools are alike so case studies were written to emphasize 
individual characteristics. 

Throughout the whole study it was evident that the most i.nf lu- 
ential factors in making or msrring the program of homemaking educe- 
tion were the nersonality and abilities of the teacher. Well- 
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equipped departments make teachin easier and 
sant, but their value is lost if the teacher 
possibilities and the needs of the pupils. 

The value of the whole description will 
on the reader's hilosohy and experience in 

learning more plea- 
is not alive to the 

greatly depend 
homemaking education. 
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A STUDY CF THE HOÌ'MhKING DEPARTINTS 
OF EI'3HT OREGON SCHOOL DISTRICTS 

CHAPTER I 

PURPOSE ND SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

For many years the United States of America has been 

considered by other countries of the world a rich source of 

ideas for all phases of education. Not only have foreign 

students come to study here, but many periodicals and bulle- 

tins dealing with educational practices and research have 

been received from this country by leading educationists 

overseas. 

Unusually fortunate circumstances permitted the writer 

to come to the United States from New Zealand in wartime. 

The value of the visit was increased with the acceptance of 

an invitation to attend the Home Economics School at Oregon 

State College. The State of Oregon is so much like New Zea- 

land that ideas gained from observations and study here 

should be fairly easily adapted to meet conditions in New 

Zealand. 

Home Science, as it is called in New Zealand, is based 

on the same principles and uses the same general methods of 

education as are found in the Home Economics courses of the 

United States. The New Zealand teachers treasure the in- 

spiration they receive from American magazines. Although 

established for over a quarter of a century, it is only of 

recent years th&t the Home Science School .t Otago Univer- 
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sity hs h:.d an entirely New Zealand born faculty. Pre- 

viously they were priviloed to have the supervision and 

assistance of American women. Many of the present staff 

have done post ßraduate work in the United States, and on 

the whole more Sraduates come to this country for further 

study than go to gland. 

While the many states of North America are united., yet 

they are separate and retain their individuality. Nowhere 

is this more evident than in education, a function reserved 

almost entirely for the seperate states. This allows for 

much flexibility in fitting the program of education to the 

needs of the people of the locality. It also permits much 

experimentation in all phases. Through inter-state, reicnal 

and national conferences nd surveys and through hundreds of 

publications there is a great pooling of ideas. Teachers 

cen select new practices that miSht be valuable helps in 

their locality and develop the ideas still further. íll 

throu3h, there are the elements of trial .nd selection which 

make for progress. One can sense the vigor of the constant 

striving for improvement, and it is indeed a privilege to 

be a close observer for a short time. 

A Comparison of Oregon and New Zealand 

It would be of interest to coonare Oregon and New Zea- 

land more carefully, since this study might be read by home- 

making eductionists of either country. Oregon, with its 



total area of 96,981 square miles, Is ner1y square in 

shape. Aceordin5 to the number of ration books issued in 

fpril, 1943, the total population of the state was 1,190, 

209. These fiures would make the average density of the 

population approximately 12 persons per square mile. New 

Zealand, on the other hand, has a total area of 103,723 

square miles for the three islands. With a total pou1a- 

tion of 1,636,248, the average density of the population is 

over 15 persons per square mile. However, these average 

figures for the population density do not give a true pic- 

ture. In Oregon nearly half the people live within a ra- 

dius of 30 miles of Portland. The population density of 

Western Oregon, the part most like New Zealand, 1$ a trac- 

tion over 29 per square mile. That part of Oregon, nearly 

70 per cent of it, east of the Cascade iountains, is largely 

an rid and semi-arid region. Only one fifth of the people 

in the state live there, making a Dopulation density of a 

small fraction over three per square mile in Eastern Oregon. 

The developments of both countries have taken place 

within the last hundred years. New Zealand was proclaimed 

a British Colony in 1840, and groups oÍ' pioneering immi- 

grants started to arrive the next year. r 1907 it had at- 

tained the status of a British Dominion. Although the Pa- 

cific region of North America had been explored by 1805 and 

fur-trading posts were established near the Columbia River 

soon after, the first covered wagon trains did not reach 
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the Oregon country till 1843. By 1859 Oregon was the thir- 

ty-third state to be admitted to the Union. Many fascinat- 

ing tales of pioneer hardships and achievements enrich the 

romance and history of both countries' developments. 

New Zealand, being spread over a length of 1000 miles 

between 340 and 
470 

South Latitude, corresponds approximate- 

ly with the 1nd which lies between Olympia, Washington, and 

Los I.ngeles, California, and includes Oregon. The popular 

description of New Zealand's climate as equable, mild and 

salubrious is just as fittin for Western Oregon. However, 

such a summary does not convey an adequate idea of the va- 

nations that exist with lands so distinctly differentiated 

r lofty mountain chains. Nature has endowed them both with 

a wide selection of attractive landscapes, high mountains 

with snow-capped peaks, fertile valleys, vast forests, gi- 

ant trees, beautiful lakes, rivers and streams, and habi- 

table coastlines popular for holiday residences. 

Jgriculture, including cereal and root crops, vegeta- 

bies, fruit, sheep, hogs, cattle, and poultry, is the chief 

economic nainsty of the countries. New Zealand has more 

sheep nd cattle and produces more dairy products, while 

Oregon has greater production of walnuts and filberts, ce- 

real, root, and vegetable crops. The co.nparatively new me- 

thod of preserving fruits and vegetables by freezing is one 

in which Oregon has taken a lead in the United States. 

The linen flax industry has increased in both New Zealand 
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and Oregon in answer to a war nd. it is 'obably further 

developed in New Zealand. Lumbering is an important indus- 

try in Oregon, the state having one fourth of the nation's 

standing timber. 

With regard to the customs and home life, the people 

of New Zealand might be described as closely related to the 

people of England and Scotland. The people of Oregon, be- 

Ing descendants of immigrants from the Eastern Lnd Mid- 

western States, can best be described as Aniericns. They 

appear to eat more fresh fruit and vegetables in salads 

and drink more milk and more water than New Zealanders. 

They also manage to exist without norning or afternoon tea. 

Because of the local abundance of timber, their homes are 

usually built entirely of wood with shingled roofs. Many 

homes are painted white. They have a spacious hospitable 

atmosphere within because the use of central heatin sys- 

tems does not require all doors closed to keep out draughts. 

The lots are rarely surrounded by fences or hedges. In 

all these features New Zealand customs differ. Homes there 

are built of brick, concrete or wood, and the roofs are 

usually tile or corrugated ±ron. Rooms are heated by se- 

parate fireplaces, and all doors have to be closed to keep 

in the warmth. A higb.er protein diet and cheaper supolies 

of wool blankets and wool clothing keep the New Zealanders 

warm. 

The comparison of the two countries for this study 



would not be coMplete without consider1n the educ&.tion. 

Because of' the limited data from New Zealand lt was diff 1- 

cult to obtain comparable figures for the numbers of schools 

and the enrollment, but the followin approximt1ons will 

cive a general picture. In the rublic elenentary schools 

Oregon has an enrollment of slihtly over 138,000, while 

New Zealand has nearly 204,000. In addition New Zealand 

has 306 private schools with total enrolUient approxi- 

matinS 28,000. This difference in total numbers Is to be 

expected, since the total populations vary in the same pro- 

portion. It was found that the elementary school enroll- 

ments are approximately one seventh of the total popula- 

tian each country. When we consider the high school 

education, we notice a sinlficant change in the situation. 

Oreßon has 249 st&ndrd high schools with slightly over 

57,000 pupils and 28 private high schools with nearly 

3000. New Zealand has 234 public high schools nd 63 pri- 

vate schools with respective enrollments of 36,500 and 

6000 approximately--a total hlh school enroiLnent of 60, 

000 for 0reon as compared with 42,500 for New Zealand. 

There are some factors such as the ae level at which pu- 

iils move from elementary to secondary school and the age 

at which they generally leave high school that would les- 

sen this difference, but they would not have sufficient 

ef'fect to reverse it. This illustrates t'ne fact tnat 

while New Zealand provides post-primary education for all 
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who want it, Creon, like other st&tes in America, encou- 

rases as many pupils as possible to continue their educa- 

tion. The junior hißh schools are a very helpful instru- 

mentality in this particular &nd the Intermediate schools 

of New Zealand have not yet developed sufficiently to have 

the same effect. 

Purpose of the Study 

When foreign students come to study at colleges or uni- 

versities in the United States, the immigration laws require 

them to return to their own countries as soon as their stu- 

dies are completed. Many times the students would appre- 

elate permission to remain six months or a year longer In 

order to have some experience in th field of their stu- 

dies. Combination of field trips with their courses pro- 

vides some compensation for the restriction of the law. 

Students in foreign countries are as interested in the 

practices associated with the everyday lives and occupa- 

tions of the people of that country as they are in their own 

special studies. The more they can join in the people's 

way of life the more valuable and enjoyable Is their visit. 

The decision to study the Homemakin Departments of 

Oregon school systems grew out of a desire to know as much 

as possible about American schools. What do they look 

like? How are they planned? What do the pupils learn? 

If students are 5iven many courses from which to select a 



few, how do they decide which to take? How do American 

teachers compare with New Zealand teachers? How much work 

do they have to do? Jre they interested in their work? 

1.'1ht use is made of standardized tests? í-re the Homemaking 

Departments all as el&borate as the ones we read about? In 

what ways does Aineric&n homemaking education differ from 

the homemaking education provided in New Zealand? These 

and many other questions passed through the writerts nind 

in contemplating the study, but the formal purpose of it 

WLS two-fold. First, it was meant to furnish field trips 

tht could be coordinated with study at Oregon State Col- 

lege. Second, it was hoped, by making exact recordings of 

observations, to furnish a ricture of present prctioes in 

Homemakin Eduction that might be of value to teachrs in 

local school districts or in othr countries, t&rticularly 

New Zealand. The description miht furnish ibeEs with 

which the local teachers could compare their own aims and 

methods, and it Lniht contain sug5estions that could be 

adapted to situations in New Zealand. 

Scope of the Study 

Because of the restrictions on travel in wartime and 

because of time limitations, it wa.s decided to limit the 

study to school distriots In the Willamette Valley. After 

consIderin, various fctors, eipht school districts were 

chosen. these school systems, Albany, Corvallis, Eugene, 



Lebanon, Oreßon City, Philomth, Portland and Salem, are re- 

5arded by educators of the state as typical, representing 

perhaps better than average educational opportunities for 

their young people. Philomath and Lebanon were schools 

serving a high proijortion of rural population; lbany and 

Corvallis ware examples of medium size towns with smaller 

proportions of rural students; Eugene and Salem, while be- 

ing only the second largest towns visited, provided the 

largest schools; and Oregon City and Portland schools were 

examples of schools serving industrial communities. The 

two Portland schools visited are special girls' schools and 

have more extensive homemaking programs than the co-educa- 

tional high schools in Portland 

In the beginning it w..s hoped to compare the popula- 

tians of aforementioned towns and cities included with towns 

and cities in New Zealand, but figures for a wide range of 

New Zealand towns were not available. The comparison would 

have been esPecially helpful for New Zealand readers. The 

information about the Oregon towns end schools is given in 

Table IX. It is hoped that, as they read the study, New 

Zealand readers will have access to figures for towns and 

school enrollments there. 

Method of Procedure 

After the schools were tentatively agreed upon, the 

state:ent of the purpose of the study and, cooperation needed 
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was sent to each school superintendent and principal and 

to the homemakin3 teachers. The responses to these letters 

extended most welcome invitations to the writer to visit 

the schools as it became convenient. 

The visiting was nearly all done during the winter 

term of 1944. Fortunately the writer's schedule for college 

work left Tuesday and Thursday of each week free of classes. 

A list of visiting dates is included in Table VIII. The 

other free days were devoted to writing up accounts of all 

observations made and not fully recorded during the visit. 

Approxirntely one and one-half days visiting was spent in 

each school. This time was sometimes reduced when the 

teachers had a free period for interviews or when they wait- 

ed for some hours after school to answer the lists of ques- 

tions. As plans developed and it became apparent on which 

days trips could most conveniently be made to the different 

towns, contact was made with principals and teachers in or- 

der to conclude final arrangements. 

Apart from those to Lebanon, Philomath and Corvallis, 

the visits required trips by bus. Those to Eugene, Salem 

and Oregon City were made the previous night so as not to 

encroach on the visiting time available the next day. The 

Portland schools were visited during the vacation week be- 

tween fall and winter terms. 

The formal descriptions that appear in the following 

chapters scarcely do justice to the invaluable time spent 
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at the schools and in the homemakin departments. Super- 

visors, rrincipals, teachers, and librarians received the 

writer most cordially. Sometimes a schedule of classes for 

observation w. s suggested. Sometimes the writer was shown 

over the whole school and then left free to visit wherever 

she desired. During every visit the writer ws a guest of 

one of the teachers for lunch in the school cafeteria and 

at such times had an opportunity to meet several other tea- 

chers in the school. Besides this gracious acceptance and 

informal friendliness on visiting days the writer was pri- 

vileged to enjoy further informal meetings with administra- 

tors during the sojourn in the towns. Supervisors nd 

principals placed the hospitality of their homes and trans- 

iortation in their cars at her disposal. On many occasions 

the writer was haopy to be able to talk to rours of teach- 

ers or pu'ils or an assembly of the whole school about New 

Zealand. It would be imross1ble to describe adequately all 

the observations and the enjoyable learning associated with 

each event. 

In order to sain a vivid and at the same time more 

sound cicture of the role of homemaking education in any 

school, it was deemed necessary to interview the principal 

as well as the home economics teachers. The interviews 

might be described as standardized, since the writer prepared 

lists of questions to be discussed and answered by princi- 

pals and teachers. Two copies of each list were used so 
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that the respondent could be furnished with & copy and the 

interviewer could record the answers as they were given. 

As the school visiting proceeded, it became obvious that 

certain questions were bringing answers that covered the 

same aspects; therefore some questions were omitted in the 

later interviews. The lists in Appendix i include those 

questions to which replies were received from the majority 

of the schools. 

There were also certain forms regarding school and 

grade enrollments, teacher schedules, equipment, and books 

that were filled in by the teachers and school secretaries. 

Examples of these have been included in Appendix 2. The 

forms for listing the equipment did not permit a complete 

inventory. They were required only to give a general pic- 

turc. The book list checked by the teachers has not been 

included, but a summery of the findings is included. The 

names and authors appearing in Appendix 3 belong to books 

used most extensively throu3hout all departments. 

When the school visits were completed, the responses 

for each questions were brought together and formed the basis 

for the descriptions that appear in the next chapter. While 

all schools had much in common, no two schools were exactly 

alike. The case studies in Chapter III emphasize individual 

characteri sties. 
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Limitations of' the Study 

The study is rimari1y a description of homemakln5 de- 

partments and courses in eight Oroon school distrïcts. It 

is not an evaluation, first, because time did not permit, 

and second, because the writer was not sufficiently fami- 

liar with American philosophy rnd methods of education to 

interpret fairly all observations m.de. It is not a corn- 

pa risen between homemakin education as it is provided in 

Oreton and in New Zealand. While the writer is familiar 

with conditions in New Zealand, exact data, such as would 

be needed for a scientific study, were not available. 

The supervisors, rincipls, and teachers spared no 

efforts to be cooperative and helpful. If the description 

is deficient in any way, it is only because the observer 

failed to ask the required questions or to make proper de- 

ductions. Ls sckool visits proceeded, the writer could 

not help makin sorne comparisons 01 different situations, 

and these appear from time to time through the descrip- 

tions. 
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CHAPTER II 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SCHOOLS 

After a rou.h drf t of the case studies had been 

made, many poInts of simi1rity were noted. For eaohasis 

these have been discussed in this chapter under two head- 

ines, the OrRaniztion of the Schools and the Homemakin5 

Departments. 

ORGiNIZATION OF THE SCHOOLS 

In visitin; the 13 junior nd senior high schools in 

the eiht school districts many items of interest concern- 

in the buildings were observed. General information about 

the oranization nd the guidance program were discussed 

with the administrators. These are included in this sec- 

tIon. 

The School Bui1dins 

All but two of the high schools included in this study 

were two or three stories high, and many had classrooms in 

the basement. Salem Senior, the newest school, was one of 

the exceptions where all the classrooms were on the ground 

floor. They all had wide corridors and spacious entrance 

halls. A 1are assembly hail, known in some schools a the 

yasium and in others as the auditorium, usually occupied 

the central soace in the buildings and took in two floors 
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to trovide a balcony. The name 5ymnasium indicated that 

the halls were used for physical education, while auditori- 

ums were used as classrooms for musical and speech prao- 

tices as well -s school assemblies. 

There is no need for imerican students to carry school 

bass with books to and from school. s a rule high school 

pupils were required to own only a few of their text books, 

and these were kept in their lockers at school. Occasion- 

ally, when they happened to have an assiment requiring 

home work, one or two references could be carried by hand. 

The student lockers were ¡netal cupboards arranged in 

reSt rows ±n different Darts of the schools. In the majo- 

rity of the schools it w necessary for two pupils to 

share a locker. Cloak rooms were always well-equipped, 

clean and sanitary. 

The women of the faculty usually had a separate rest 

room, and there was nearly always b. separate dining room or 

lcove near the cafeteria for the faculty members. Since 

it was the practice for the teachers to remain in the same 

classroom and for uïils to move from one room to another 

when chan5in classes, the techers were able to have per- 

manent storape space for ersonal belongings and teachinß 

equipment. 

There was much variation in the ares of lawns and 

playing fields around the school. Some were given much 

care and meide an attractive setting for the schools; others 



were neglected. Lack of attention was probably due to 

scercity of labor. 

Grades and Enrollment 

The school districts visited have already been listed 

(Table VIII). Salem, Euene and Albany each have two Junior 

high schools. There W:s no rarticular rule followed when 

choosing which one to visit, but the decision was usually 

in ccord with the advice of the local senior high school 

teachers or Supervisors of Home Economics. In Salem Parrish 

Junior was visited; in Eugene, .Ioodrow Wilson; and in Albany, 

Central Junior. 

Further information of interest when makinG comparisons 

will be found in Table I, where the number of rooms, number 

of teachers, grades and school hours are Given. This is a 

summary of some of the material included on the forms like 

those in Appendix 1. Every school had the school dazi di- 

vided into six periods. 

A comparison of the school enrollment figures with the 

populations of the towns given in Table IX shows there is 

sorne correlation, but it is not perfect. This is to be ex- 

pected since larger cities had other schools not included 

in the study. The war probably accounts for the high pro- 

portion of women teachers on the faculties. 

Very early opening hours in some schools were also 

necessitated by war conditions because the increase in in- 
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TABLE I 

.nro11ment, Number of Teachers 
And Time Schedule of School Day 

En- Tea- Length 
roll- chers of 

School ment M. F. Hours Periods Grades 

Albany 
Central School 255 3 8 8:30-3:45 58 Min. 7-9 
Senior 463 6 12 8:49-3:45 57 " 10-12 

Corvallis 
Junior 396 3 16 6:40-3:19 52 " 7-9 
Senior 516 7 13 8:45-3:35 54 " 10-12 

Eugene 
Woodrow Wilson 686 6 17 8:56-3:50 60 7-9 
Senior 1045 19 19 8:35-3:50 60 10-12 
Lebanon 670 7 16 8:14-2:56 56 7-12 
0reon City 569 8 15 6:20-3:35 57 10-12 
Philomath 112 1 5 9:00-3:40 57 

° 9-12 
Portland 
Girls' Poly- 

technic 585 0 24 6:15-2:45 47 " 9-12 
Jane Addams 325 0 18 8:15-2:30 55 " 7-12 
Salem 
Parrish 911 6 28 8:45-3:40 58 " 7-9 
Senior 1579 15 36 8:45-3:40 58 ° 10-12 

dustries has created traffic problems at certain hours. 

Punils were thus soinS to school just after the ei5ht o' 

clock rush and returnin5 home before the afternoon change 

in workers' shifts. 

For the most oErt the periods were for one hour minus 

the time required for the pupils to ¡nove from one class to 

another. At Jane Addarns pupils sometimes had quite a dis- 

tance to walk between nursery school, practice house and 

school. Nearly all the schools had a ten to fifteen minute 

Home Room period to bein the day and allowed between 45 



ninutes nd an hour for lunch. 

The Srades included indicate the nature of the school. 

Lebanon :.nd Jane Addarns in Portland were six year high 

schools, Philomath and G-iris' Polytechnic in Portland were 

four year high schools, 3nd there were four junior high 

schools and five senior high scnools included in the study. 

Since it is easier to visualize puiis' accomlish- 

ments with reference to their ae rather than school class, 

Table II has been included to show the age range 01' various 

grades in the schools visited. This will be of special 

value to New Zealand readers, as pupils there are grouped 

in Standards and Forms instead of grades. The ages given 

in Table II were included in the dta on the toras f ro 

homemaking teachers and principals. 

TABLE II 

Age Distribution of Pupils by Grades 

Schools 7 8 

Grades 
9 10 li 12 

Albany il-14 12-15 13-16 14-17 15-18 16-19 
Corvallis ** ** 14-16 14-16 15-17 16-18 
Eugene 10-15 11-16 12-17 ** ** 

Lebanon 12-14 13-15 14-16 15-17 16-18 16-20 
Oregon City ** 12-15 13-16 15-17 16-18 16-18 
Philornath * * 13-15 14-16 15-17 15-19 
Salem 11-12 12-13 13-15 13-16 14-17 15-18 

indicates grades not in high school 
** indicates materici not obtained 

The age range for each grade was not easily obtained 
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because the administrators often had the pupils recorded in 

classes rather than according to jrades. Pupils from se- 

yeral grades could schedule the same classes. However, 

while not entirely accurate, the contents of the table Bive 

the enera1 picture needed. 

Libraries 

If all public schools of the United States of Jmerica 

are anything like the ones under discussion, no visitor 

could help but marvel at the extent of their libraries and 

the wealth of literature at the pupils' disosal. Table III 

will give a picture of the situation in the schools visited. 

The table is a further suanary of dat: received from forms. 

The enrollment fi5ures were included because the num- 

ber of ui1s in the school affects the number of new books 

that can be nurchased each year. The enera1 practice 

seemed to be for pupils to own few or no textbooks but to 

pay a rental fee of three to five dollars a year. The ad- 

vantages of this plan were th.t it saved money for the stu- 

dents and made possible a greater variety of books, peno- 

dicals, references and other study aids without extra cost. 

It Is interestinS to observe the excellent facilIties of- 

fered by Salem Senior High, where approximately 500 books 

were murchased esch year. 

In most of the schools the pui1s were required to 

schedule a library period or a study hail each day. At 
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TABLI III 

rurnber Of Books and Liagz1nes 

School 

En- 
roll- 
ment 

pprox. No. 
of books 

No. of 
Periodicals 

New 
per 

Books 
year 

albany 
Junior 255 900 18 60 books 
Senior '.63 2,980 49 140 books 

Corvalli. s 
Junior 396 2,256 22 250 spent 
Senior 516 4,753 37 430 spent 
Euen e 
Junior 686 8,700 52 400 books 
Senior 1045 9,600 59 250 books 
Lebanon 670 2,500 40 300 spent 
0reon City 569 3,500 45 200books 
Pi-iilomath 112 1,700 10 30 books 
Portland 
3ir1s' Poly- 

technic 585 500 20 * 

Jane Addams 325 1,400 12 250 books 
Salem 
Junior 911 4,500 35 500 books 
Senior 1579 10,000 50 500 books 

* Figure not obtained 

such times they usually work in the library looking up re- 

ference material and preparing assignments. 

Any book not required for immediate class use could be 

taken out for a period 01' two weeks. The governing regu- 

lations were similar to those of any public library. 

Home economics books were usually found in the depart- 

ments, but sometimes part were there and part in the li- 

brary. 

Periodicals referred to in the Readers' OEuide were 
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usually kept and bound; less imnortant ones were clipped 

by the librarian or teachers and then discarded. 

The 3uidance Program 

Some knowlede of the records kept for each pupil was 

of value because a home economics teacher needs to knOW as 

much as possible about the individuals of her class if she 

is to plan a 500d program. few remarks on some of the 

items discussed will show their si5nificance to t'ne liorne- 

making education. 

easuring Intelligence. Intelligence tests were usu- 

ally administered in the first, third, seventh and ninth 

5rades and once in the senior high. A few senior high 

school pupils arrivin. without an I.Q. score were given in- 

dividual tests. The more enera1 practice was to ue indi- 

vidual tests in the lower grades and group tests in the up- 

per to save time. Special cases could be retested. 

With regardto the use ruade of I.. scores, principals 

differed widely. Some principals preferred the techers not 

to know the scores unless for some good reason. Others 

liked to have the teachers feel they could get them by ask- 

Ing. :.Iore liberal arrangements allowed the teachers to 

look at the records without permission. The opposite ex- 

treme to the first situation was where the principal re- 

quired every teacher to have the I.Q. score beside e. ch 

child's name in the grade book. 
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The reader will pprecite the usefulness of a know- 

ledge of the I.. scores to home economics teachers who 

have such a wide variety of skills and subject matter on 

which to draw to fit each pupil's ability. 

Other St2ndardlzed Tests. Readin5 and arithmetic 

tests were 5iven frequently because of their value in pre- 

dictin progress in major areas. Where necessary, they 

were followed by some remedial class work. Different in- 

terest, personality, achievement and aptitude tests were 

mentioned by different ìrincipals, and the extent of their 

use varied considerbly. No standardized tests of achieve- 

ment or attitude in the field of home economics were named 

beine administered either from the main office or by the 

home economics techers. This was probably due to the fact 

that there re few available or in general use anywhere. 

Surveyin Home Backgrounds. In order to develop any 

program of education that will be of optimum value to the 

pupils, it is necessary for teachers to become fairly well 

acquainted with home backgrounds. The principals were all 

aware of the need, but the quantities of information accu- 

mulated differed among the schools. 

On enterin, the schools, the pupils brought varying 

amounts of information in their personal history records. 

Registration forms usually asked for the name, address and 

occution of p:rents; whether or not they were living and 

sometimes their church preference. Occasionally they went 
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a little further and included. questions about brothers and 

sisters. 

In a few schools the task of accumu1t1n more de- 

tailed inform.tion ws left to the Dean of G-iris and the 

Dean of Boys. In others a fairly detailed form was filled 

in by all pupils when they were in a social studies class. 

Some schools freed special teachers for several periods a 

week to do horno visitin. They did not necessarily visit 

every home but were available to make calls when the in- 

formation on hand indiceted the need. 

One or two of the principals were concerned because 

the home economics teachers did not make more use of the 

inform&tion available In the office. Others expected them 

to collect not only mterial needed for themselves but look- 

ed to them to make contributions to pupils' folders in the 

main office. The most comprehensive program for acquaint- 

in all teachers with home and family backgrounds was noted 

at Jane Addarns. Several teachers were free to make urSent 

home visits, while all the staff contributed to the pIcture 

and conferred on the situation of every pupil. 

Work of this nature requires not only time to collect 

the material but time to organize and make full and prof i- 

table use of the data. 

Counselling Pupils. Ideally, counsellin1; goes on eve- 

ry minute of the day, and the more teachers work and play 

with the pupils the more useful they can be in helpin5 pu- 
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plis make wise decisions. The work of counse11in varied 

with the time, interest and ability of the teachers. 

For this study the questions were focused on the choice 

of school courses. Contrary to expectations there ws not 

much time spent in this respect. The student handbooks e- 

nthnerated the requirements for Sraduation nd frequently 

the required subjects for each year. Electivos that ap- 

peared in the lower grades did not make too much diff er- 

ence to the pupils' educational development. With the ju- 

niors and seniors there was a possibility of tikin.-: more e- 

lectives, but these were often selected without teacher 

guidance. Homemakinc classes received neither more nor 

less attention than others. 

The practice of forecastin, classes for the coming se- 

mester or year during the third or fourth from the last 

week of the old term rovìded opportunity for discussing 

special difficulties. The fifteen-minute home room period 

commencin: each school day &fforded a little time for 

daily conferences. 
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THE HOEMAKINc+ DEPiRTMENT5 

As would be expected in c. state where there has been 

efficient supervision of homemaking for a quarter of a cen- 

tury, there were many similar plans in use in the thirteen 

schools. These will be described in this section. 

Descriotion of the Laboratories 

Jill homemaking depLrtments were rn.de up of two or more 

bright, spacious, clean, well-equipped labor.toris. U- 

suallr they were all adjoining one another to m.ke a unit, 

but sometimes the foods and clothing laboratories were in 

different rts of the school, the former often beine near 

the cafeteriT.. For an ovrseas visitor the arrangement 

and wealth of equipment in these departments was an inspi- 

ration to see. Besides the thirten schools discussed in 

this study, six other schools were visited, and the same 

general standard was evident tbrouhout. 

In general, there were two rooms, one equipped for 

the teaching of foods nd the other for clothing. The other 

units such as child development and family relationships 

were llocted to the space where they could be most effec- 

tively taught. 

The Foods Labortories. Nearly all of the foods lab- 

or tories "rovided two work tables with several drawers and 

cupboards each, a double sink, a gas, electric or wood 

stove and a small service table for the use of four girls. 
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(Number 26 was omitted in the typing.) 
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Sometimes they were arranged as unit kitchens with low par- 

titions to separate each, but mostly they were arranged in 

a U-shape or square with walking space around each unit. 

The drawers nnd cupboards for each irl contained li- 

beral supplies of equipment for preparation and service. 

There would be more china, glassware and cutlery for meal 

service in one of the storaRe cupboards. Extra prepara- 

tion equipment usually included a pressure cooker, roaster 

and equipment for canning food. Every depbrtment had a re- 

frierator, ample storage space for equipment, linen, il- 

lustrative material, stores of food, pupils' aprons and books 

and a drying cabinet or rack for teatowels. There was room 

for 20 or 24 irls In the diff?.rent foods laboratories. 

For the most part, demonstrations, food preparation 

and muai service were carried out in the laboratory, while 

discussions, study and meal plannin5 were usually done in 

the classroom. The classroom was frequently the adjoining 

elothiflE! laboratory. 

The attractiveness of the rooms was in no small mea- 

sure due to their orderly arrangement, neat fittings, fresh 

attractive color schemes on the wood surfaces, equipment fi- 

nishes nd curtains and the fact that there were shelves or 

drawers in the rooms for student belongins. 

In no department were the pupils required to wear any 

type of uniform protection for their clothes or head cover- 

ins. Instead they wore gay aprons of any color or shape. 



The Clothinß Ltboratories. In zuore than half the 

schools visited these opened directly off the foods lab- 

oratory or were very close by. Hence they were used for 

all general discussion work and sometimes the service of 

larEer meals s well as for clothing instruction. 

Only three of the smaller departments had less than 

six sewinS machines, and most of the others had eiht to 

ten. If they had less than six or eiht work tables, it 

was because the tables were very large. When there was 

much cuLting out to be done, the work tables in the foods 

laboratory were also used. Besides another compact section 

of shelves or drawers for student materials there were of- 

ten two or three wardrobes to accomod:te partly constructed 

garments. For fitting garments & corner of the room with 

a full length mirror was curtained off. 

Sewing eauipment, besides machines, to be found in the 

departments included folding ironing boards, one or more 

electric irons, sometimes a steam iron, ninking shears and 

skirt levellers. The pupils supplied pins, needles and 

thread. 

Any outstanding deviations from these general descrip- 

tions have been included in the individual descriptions of 

the case studies. 

Courses Offered in Home Economics 

Home economics in Am&ricz.n education has not only sur- 



vived it period of scrutiny but has coxe to be accepted 

as one of the important courses in the program of the ma- 

jority of schools. 

A survey published in 19411 showed thet for the coun- 

try as a whole over 70 per cent of the schools replyinß to 

the questionnaire offerd home economics and that the size 

of the community seemed to be one of the chief determining 

factors s to whether or not it was offered. The schools 

of smaller communities offered home economics less frequent- 

ly. Throughout school programs it appears as often as an 

elective course as it does as a required course. The re- 

quired courss were usually for the seventh and eighth and 

sometimes the ninth rads and the elective for the h1her 

grades. Returns showed that two thirds of the girls and 

five per cent of the boys 5rduating in 1940 from schools 

offerin5 home economics had taken one or more semesters of 

the courses. For the country as a whole two to three years 

of homemaking education were commonly available to high 

school pupils, and the time per week was most frequently 

five 50 to 60-minute periods. 

By asking the teachers and looking up the student reg- 

istration mterial it was a fairly easy matter to find how 

much home economics was offered in the Oregon schools visi- 

'Home Economics In Public High Schools, Vocational Division 
&1letin, No. 213. 
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TABLE IV 

Courses Offered in Home Economies 

Required Year Courses Elective Year Courses 
Schools Course Grade Course Grade 

Albany Eiern. Hrnk.* 7 8 Hrnk. II 10 
Hmk. I 9 Hw.k. III 11 12 

Hink. IV 12 

Corvallis Hrnk. I and II 9 Hmk. III, IV 10 
Hmk. V, VI il 
Hmk. VII,VIII 12 

Eugene Hmk. 7 8 Hmk. 10 10 
Three Courses* 9 Flink. 11 11 12 

Adv. Cloth.** 11 12 
Adv. Foods** 11 12 
Tailoring** 11 12 
Cafe. :5t.** 11 12 

Lebanon . Ec. I 9 I-l. Ec. II 10 11 
H. Ec. III 11 12 

Oregon City Eiern. Hrnk. 

Philomath Hrnk. I 

Portland*** Elein. Hnk.* 

Girls' PO- Hmk. I, II 
lytechnic Hmk. III, IV 

Flink. V 

Salem Eiern. Flink. 

Flink. 

8 Hmk. I, II 9 
Hmk. III, IV 10 11 
Hrnk. V, VI li 12 
Cafe. ugt. 10 11 12 
H. Nursing 11 12 

9 Hmk. II 10 11 
Hmk. III 11 12 
Flink. 1V 12 

7 8 Fain. Lite Ed. 9 10 11 12 

9 Cloth. 111,1V lO li 
lo Cloth. V, VI 11 12 
11 Sp. iill. I, II 10 11 12 

Mill. 111,1V 11 12 
Viet. Corps** 10 11 12 
Flink. V** 10 11 12 

7 Flink. 9 
8 Cafe. Mgt. 9 

Clothing I 10 11 
Clothing II li 12 



(Salem) 
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TABLE IV (cont.) 

Foods 10 13. 12 

H. Ec. Survey 10 11 12 
H. Adrnin. 12 

* Indicates that the number of periods required is less 
than five periods per week. 

** Courses one semester in length. 

*** Jane Addams not included because girls from all grades 
may elect any class, and no courses are required. 

ted and for how many years the courses were required. To 

see this data tabulated in Table IV offers an interesting 

comparative study. 

From Table IV it will be observed that in every dis- 

trict some homemaking was required, and it is logical to 

find the required courses in the lower grades, which insured 

that all girls had some basic learning. As would be ex- 

pected, the larger the school the more electives offered. 

This would be made possible by the greater number of teach- 

ers in the homemaking deprtment. 

It is interesting to note that the nomenclature of the 

Oron Course of Study, namely Homemaking I or II is used 

more frequently than any other term. 

The Proportion of irls Taking Home Economics 

As will be observed from Table IV, the seventh, eighth 

and ninth grade classes are segregated, whereas students in 
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the three upper grades are frequently combined. Having re- 

ceived a picture of the courses offered at different levels, 

we next ask what proportion of the girls take home econo- 

mies. 

From the principal or the office, figures were received 

for the total number of girls enrolled in each grade. From 

the home economics teachers came the numbers of girls in 

each grade taking courss. 

School 
Districts 

TABLE V 

Percentage of OEirls Taking Home Economics 
in Different rades* 

OErades 

7 8 9 10 11 12 
IT. % N. N. , N. N. % i. 

Albany 64 100 32 100 34 100 56 52 20 26 17 24 

Corvallis ---------- 124 100 70 65 13 16 20 24 
Eugene 96 100 88 100 116 100 57 27 76 39.5 54 30.5 
Lebanon ---------- 45 100 22 37 11 16 9 20 

Oregon City ----- 81 100 95 100 84 64 17 16 3 3 
Philomath ---------- 15 100 16 94 8 57 13 72 
Salem 152 100 139 100 64 37 48 16 72 24 102 42** 

* All girls in OEirls' Polytecbnic and Jane Addams High 
School take homemaking; therefore they are not included 
here. 

** Ten per cent of this group were boys. 

-- A dash indicates that H. Ec. is not offered in that grade. 

Table V shows that usually 100 per cent of the seventh, 

eighth and ninth grade girls took home economics, but by 

comparing it with Table Iv it will be seen th&t these cours- 
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es were required. Sometimes homemaking was not offered to 

the seventh and eighth grades in order to raise the propor- 

tien of ir1s electinß the courses in the upper grades. 

At Philomath the seventh and eighth grades were not in the 

high school. 

There seemed to be a consistent falling off after the 

ninth grade. The exceptions to this are probably more in- 

teresting than the general rule. In Eugene the girls re- 

ceive a fairly thorough grounding in the junior high class- 

es. When they go on to the senior high, they are no longer 

interested in general homemaking but are ready for the 

specialized courses that come later. These courses, par- 

ticularly clothing, were, n the opin.on o' the writer, 

some of the most challenging seen for girls of the eleventh 

and twelfth grades. 

At Corvallis, Lebanon, Philometh and Salem the ten- 

dency to come back for the twelfth grade course was pro- 

bably due to the special interest in the child development, 

family relationships and premarriage units given to se- 

niors. .:any of the girls were married shortly after leav- 

ing school. 

Figures for Jane Addams and the Girls' Polytechnic 

have not been Included in Table V because the grades were 

combined in the majority of the classes and many girls 

were taking several classes. 
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The Length of Periods 

In agreement with the findings of the Vocational Divi- 

sion Bulletin1, the length of periods as shown in Table I 

was usually between 50 and 60 minutes. This length of per- 

iod was regarded as too short by a number of teachers who 

wished they had more time especially for foods preparation. 

Several principals said no change could be made in the 

length of periods for homemaking classes without rearrang- 

Ing the whole school time schedule. The practice was to 

have each putil make a sciiedule of o1asss for one day, 

which was then repeated five times a week. In Jane Lddams 

and the Girls' Polytechnic double or three-hour periods 

were used for homemaking classes, but apparently these are 

two of the few schools in the United States that provide 

periods of such length. 

With the practice of repeting one day schedules five 

times a week pupils can take more courses per day if they 

are all restricted to single periods. When homemaking tea- 

chers conform to this arrangement, they can contact more pu- 

pils during the day. 

For an observer from another country, where school pro- 

grams do not seem so hurried, it is interesting to read the 

remarks of some authorities. 

'Home Economics in Public H1h Schools, Vocational Division 
Bulletin, No. 213, p. 54. 
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Ivol Spafford says: 

It should not be overlooked that there is 

a definite trend in the direction of a longer 

period in the so-called academic fields--usual- 

ly in the setting up of core or unified-studies 

ororams. Home economists have allowed or ac- 

cepted the shorter period in many schools. 

They may well question whether this is to the 

advantage of the most worth-while learning in 

the field.' 

"Very few studies have been made which throw lieht on 

the length of class periods for home economics. Research 

to determine the optimum length of period most effective 

for different types of home economics would be highly de- 

sirable. "2 

The 50 to 60 mInute periods certainly make for speed. 

To make best u3e of them teachers of food preparation al- 

ternated discussions or demonstrations with class labora- 

tories throughout the week. Meal plans usually included 

some foods that could be prepared the day before. For a 

few schools more flexibility was possible if the girls 

scheduled a study hall to follow their homemaking period. 

1Spafford, Ivol, Fundamentals in Teacbin Home Economics, 
p. 86. 

2Vocational Division Bulletin, op. cit., p. 58. 



Size of C1ases 

Questions were asked of both principals and teachers 

about the desirable size for classes chiefly as a means of 

evaluat1n the enrollments. Answers varied in relation to 

the size of the laboratories, but they were usually equipped 

for 20. It was interesting to note that the principals' 

figures were either the saine or from one to four h1her 

than the teachers'. Numbers in existin; classes were high- 

er than the desired figures ¿iven, hut this was considered 

permissible because attenth.nce was rarely 100 per cent. 

The Home conomics Teachers 

Throughout the 13 schools included in this study there 

Were 33 home economics teachers. The time available for 

visiting each school did not permit lengthy interviews with 

more than one or two teachers and the principal. However, 

it was ossible to get an idea of their daily schedules from 

forms (see Appendix i.) that they were very 000pertive a- 

bout fi11in in. All but three teachers supplied the data, 

and a summary of it has been included in Table VI. 

Many of the teachers at the Girls' Polytechnic had 

other classes besides home economics in their daily sche- 

dules, and their classes were not of uniform length; there- 

fore a separate table of the data from them has been in- 

cluded in the case study. At Jane Addams the teachers 

have weekly schedules rather than daily ones; that is, 
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every day i.e likely to be different. Since they were a 

smaller groun, no summary has been made of their schedules. 

Table VI, with information from 17 teachers, will give 

a general picture of the qualifications and load of the 

home economics teachers in the Oregon high schools visited. 

The figures for grduations, annual salaries, and years in 

present positions were obtained from the Oregon School Di- 

rectory 1943-414 and can be assumed to be authentic. 

All teachers were graduates of colleges or universi- 

ties in the United States, and it will be noted that 11 of 

the 17 teachers received their last degree within a period 

of five years. The fact that those with a Master's degree 

were al]. in senior departments was not a coincidence. It 

was generally accepted that the higher educational qualiÍ'i- 

cations fitted teachers better for work in senior schools. 

Some of the teachers who had graduated a number of years 

ago were married and had homes and familles to care for 

but, since teachers were so scarce, had returned to teach- 

ing as a wartime responsibility. 

The annual salaries had no relationship to years of 

service or educational qualifications, nor was there any 

d.ifference between junior and senior high school rates. One 

would not expect to see the latter differentiation, since 

teachers e.t both types of schools were expected to fill the 

same requirements. Salaries are determined by the local 

school districts, minimum retes for the State of Oregon be- 



TABLE VI 

The Degree, Salary, Years in Present Position and Daily 
Schedules of Home conomics Teachers 

Years Home Ec. Classes 
Degree Pres. No. Range Total Preps. Conf. 

Tea- and Annual Posi- per in No. of per Per- 
chers Dnte Salary tion Day Size Pupils Day** iods 

i BS 1916 l92O 18 6 12-18 86 2 0 

2 4S 1942 l890 i 5 17-20 93 3 1 

3 BS 1941 18O0 C 5 15-20 106 1 1 

4 ìS 1939 2l55 i 5 12-26 102 3 1 

5 BS 1923 2O40 2 6 13-19 175* 2 0 

6 ES 136 l680 O 6 14-19 206* 2 0 

7 MS 1942 2O68 21 4 11-24 60* 3 1 

8 MA 1941 $1944 2 5 16-27 109 3 1 

9 BS 1942 180O i 6 9-24 116 3 0 
10 ìvA 1941 2380 3 4 - -- 84 1 2 

11 BS 194 l930 2 5 4-26 115* 1 

12 BS 1942 1880 3 5 18-20 95 1 1 

13 135 1940 1700 i 4 8-16 51 4 2 

14 ES 1942 l884 2 6 14-26 132 3 0 

15 BS 1937 1572 0 3 26-27 80* 3 1 

16 ES 1923 i572 0 6 21-27 143 2 0 

17 135 1925 l572 0 5 14-22 77 3 1 

means figures are not available. 

* means irregular programs. 

Teachers 5, 6 and 11 did not have all the girls coming 
every day. 

Teacher 7 had one period for supervision of cafeteria. 

Teacher 15 had two English classes not registered in 
the table. 

** means that in case the teacher's program is irregular 

during the week, the maximum number of preparations 

needed on any one day is recorded. 
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Ing set by law. A school district may set up its own stan- 

dards provided these fulfill the state requirements. 

Where service in present tositlofls was less than one 

year, it was sometimes because the women had started teach- 

ing again on account of the war. This was especially true 

at Salem. No records of years of service in other positions 

were Included in the table. Some Idea can be gained by corn- 

paring dates of graduation with length of time in present 

positions. 

Teachers had four to six homemaking classes per day if 

no oth.r c1asscs were on their schedules. For all the 

schools included in Table VI the periods were approximately 

one hour. The more clsse a teacher had the fewer confer- 

ence periods available, and it also frequently followed 

that she was teaching more girls. Since homemaking educa- 

tian is so closely connected with pupils' everyday lives, 

it is important that teachers have time to become acquainted 

with all the girls In their classes. 

The provision of homemaking classes in any school is, 

in part, an indication of where the principals and teachers 

place their values. Is it important th..t as many girls as 

possible, taking as many classeß as possible, receive a 

mechanical type of training in housekeeping skills, or 

should there be fewer classes with opportunity for the tea- 

cher to have conference periods and home visits? 

The total number of pupils any one teacher met during 
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a school week varied from 51 to 206. With 206 girls or 

any of the other high numbers listed in the table a teacher 

would need to make at least five home visits a week to in- 

clude every girl's home once during the year. This is prac- 

tically impossible. 

The size of the class was usually limited by the accorn- 

modation of the laboratories, which in no school ws more 

than 24. However, in most departments it was possible to 

arrange temporry facilities to accommodate two or three 

extra girls when necessary. Js would be expected, the size 

of classes varied according to the enrollment from the se- 

parate grades. daily schedule showed more uniformity in 

size when all classes were sections of the same grade. 

The number of preparations per day does not give an 

entirely accurate picture of the situation. For example, 

teacher 3 need have only one preparation because all her 

classes were in the same grade. However, she may choose to 

stagger her classes and thus make two or more preparations 

necessary. The greatest number of teachers were required 

to do at least three preparations a day. 

Some st&tements, recorded during interviews with prin- 

cipals, concerning desirable characteristics in home econo- 

mics teachers, made a valuable contribution to this study. 

While no two principals outlined exactly the same pattern 

of characteristics, many of them expressed the same ideas. 

Here are some thet were recommended. 
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Teachers who, besides havin5 the required educational 

qualifications, have had some homemaking experience were 

more understanding of pupil needs and oran1zed a more 

functional program of studies. They need to be open-1nd- 

ed to receive ideas and try out suggestions coming from pu- 

pils or parents. Home economics is an ever developing and 

expanding field so it behooves the teachers to keep them- 

selves informed £.nd up-to-date in their methods. Personally 

they need to be good examples of' wht they are try1n to 

teach. Since home economics teachers frequently receive 

higher salaries than other teachers in the schools, they 

should be at least wi1lin to share equally in the teacher- 

assistance required for extra-curricular activities. Too 

often they wanted to be excused from this responsibility. 

Finally, principals preferred teachers with a good 5eneral 

knowledge of all phases of homemak1n rther than special- 

ists. As members of the faculty, the former fitted more 

e&s1ly into the school prosram. 

Selection of Units 

A summary of all the observations made in this problem 

shows varying degrees of teacher and pupil planning. It 

will be interesting to state each situation in order of the 

degree to which they allow pupil participation. 

In some cases the teacher arranged a program for the 

beginning homemaking classes for the seventh or eighth grade 
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girls. Since the girls have had little or no experience, 

they have not enough background to lmow what units they 

would like to cover. Because they are interested in doing 

things and developing practic.l skills, their courses were 

centered around these. 

The second degree was noted mostly with sophomore and 

junior classes where the teacher presented a tentative pro- 

gram for the year's work and they were given opportunity 

to add or take away any units or to alter the time schedule 

for the units. The advantages of this method were that the 

suggested program stimulated the pupils to make further sug- 

gestions but kept their attention concentrated on points as 

they were discussed. 

A ore liberal method allowed the pupils to start fr0; 

the beginning and list all the things they wanted to learn 

about. The suggestions were written on the blackboard, 

grouped and evaluated through class discussion till the 

year's rogram emerged. The teachers said that as a result 

of this method it was interesting to note how units were in- 

eluded when the pupils were ready for them. Any individual 

interests not included in the program of work for school 

classes could always be developed as home projects. 

Becom1n Acquainted with 1-jome Backgrounds 

If homemaking teachers are to do a good job of helping 

the students develop a program of studies that will be of 
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greatest value to the majority, they need to know someth1n 

of the home life of their pupils. The teachers interviewed 

were all keenly aware of this need and had tried several 

sources for information they wanted and could profitably 

use. 

Office Records. ily a few teachers mentioned looking 

up pupils' general records or talkin with the Dean of Girls 

or social studies teacher. In some schools they would have 

received helpful information if they bd included these 

sources. 

questionnaires. Several teachers had all the new pu- 

pils fill out questionnaires but doubted the value of them. 

The best use of this method requires carefully thought 

questions for the teacher to receive the informìtion she 

wants, and much time is required to analyse the findings. 

They were valuable references to precede home visits. 

Pupils' Autob1oraphios. A more elastic and easily 

chanced questionnaire was used in some cases where the tea- 

cher asked pertinent questions and the pupils wrote do'rn 

descriptive responses. All questions need. not be asked at 

once but ßiven at times when the teacher was ready to use 

the information. They are more difficult to check unless 

the pupil writes out the question before answering it. 

More informal still was the practice of having the pu- 

pils write the teacher a letter about their home and f ami- 

ly. They were given a list of items to discuss. The tea- 
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chers considered these could be nore personal than a mimeo- 

graphed questionnaire. 

Pupil Conferences. A method favored by many teachers 

was that of personal conferences. The oniy difficulty is 

that they are time-consuming. They were frequently conduct- 

ed in connection with the planning for home projects. 

Home Visiting. The most valuable opportunities for be- 

coming acquainted with home life were provided by home vi- 

sits, unfortunately greatly curtailed on account of the war. 

The teachers in reimburseu schools were able to me&e more 

home visits because they were employed for one month longer 

than the school year for this purpose and their travelling 

expenses were refunded. 

The most vivid pictures were probably not obtained by 

using any one of thes methods but rather by seizing oppor- 

tunities to make use of all of them. 

Coordination of Home Economics irls' Activities 

The activities of the home economics girls may be 

grouped in three divisions. There were those usually found 

associ.ted with any program of student body activities, 

those resultin from war time appeals to the school and 

those connected with work pupils were dom- after school 

hours or during the suer. 

The student handbooks provide an interesting study 

for one not accustomed to such extensive facilities for stu- 
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dent activity in clubs, sports and social events. It is 

beyond the scope of this study to enumerate them, but it 

was of interest to know to what extent homemaking teachers 

recognized them. Teachers were 1ad to accept a few oppor- 

tunities to link class work with the activities but said 

they had to be on 6uard to prevent their encroaching on too 

much class time. It was wise to assist with a few major 

entertainments that provided some good experiences for the 

girls when properly supervised. 

The war time appeals that could have provided the 

greatest amount of activity for home economics departments 

were those coming from the Red Cross. There was always 

plenty of quantity sewing, craft work and quantity cookery 

to be done, but only a few departments accepted any respon- 

sibillty. There is not much learning in doing the same 

thin over and over, but teachers were probably finding it 

hard to decide between their responsibilities as teachers 

and their own and pupils' duties as citizens in a country 

at war. 

The activities which have had the greatest effect on 

home economics classes were those connected with employment. 

Girls' interests became developed in some phases more than 

others, and this was reflected in the program of units they 

had planned for the year. They had more money to handle so 

were keen to know something about budgeting and better buy- 

manshi. The Victory CorDs courses were started in response 



to the need for trinin high school girls to fill the va- 

rious wartime occupations. Thes9 courses have been described 

in the G-±rls' Polytechnic case study because they ¿re an im- 

portant part of the program there. 

Integration of Home Economics Units 

With so much attention to the individual pupil's needs 

when lannin a proram of studies or introducing experi- 

ences, there is a danger of catering to immediate interests 

emphasizing a part rather than the whole; or making the 

existence of an individual overshadow th existence of a 

society. 

To quote Ivol Spafford again: 

Learning is often scattered and is not or- 

ganized into general principles. Planning lacks 

the long view. Desirin to meet the students' 

immediate needs, neither the teacher nor the stu- 

dents look ahead, seeing the lrger framework 

into which all l..arning is to fit.1 

With this in view it was pertinent to ask teachers 

what provisions they were making to integrate the units of 

their programs. One practice was to precede each year's 

work with a short unIt on The Girl in Her Home which per- 

mitted an overview of all homemaking activities. The units 

1Spafford, Ivol, Fundamentals in Teaching Home Economics, 
p. 264. -_______________ 
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of particular interest that followed could then be fitted 

into the general picture. Some programs covered the whole 

field of homemaking each year, and the units in any one year 

built on what had been 1ven the year before. 

Where a teacher took the same group of girls for all 

their homemaking classes, there was likely to be more in- 

te3r&tion of their le&rnin than when different teachers 

took them for different phases. When school learning was 

paralleled by considerable home practice, the units were 

more likely to be linked with family life, and the pupil in 

fitting her home practice into family activities was able 

to see the relationship of her lernin3 experiences. 

Correletlon With Other Courses in the School 

When the principals and the home economics teachers 

Were asked about the extent of correlation between home- 

making and other classes in the school, they would discuss 

the possibilities and value of correlating class work but 

many times concluded by saying they did not have time to 

meet for planning. Frequently there was much discussion 

pertaining to program problems at the enera1 teachers' 

meeting held as the school was opening. The chief aims 

were to decide who could teach certain units most effec- 

tively, which courses would reach the most pupils and which 

units needed to be included in several courses but with 

emphasis on different aspects. 



The courses that tied in most strongly with homemaking 

were physical education ..nd health, social studies, art, 

science, and biology. Sometimes the homemaking teacher took 

the nutrition unit in health studies. A practice that made 

for further linking was that of exchanging homemaking clas- 

ses with classes in agriculture, or trades and industries. 

The boys learned about homemaking procedures that were of 

value to them, while the girls learned something about gar- 

denin or home mechanics. 

Jane Addams and The irls' Polytechnic were the two 

schools where home economics permeatec. the rest of the 

school program most extensively. This was largely due to 

the fact that they were girls' schools and offered very 

full home economics courses. 

Evaluation of arning Progress 

The title of this discussion has been written that way 

to remind the reader that the evaluating which is part of 

the modern educational program is concerned with dynamic 

rFither than static development. 

Ivol Spafford says: 

A sound evaluation program is as broad as 

the objectives set up. It is teacher and pu- 

pii planned. It uses a wide variety of instru- 

merits. . . . It provides for pretesting. 

. showing. . . where learning should be- 
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gin . . . . It provides diagnostic mea- 

sures so tht teachers and upils may lmow 

the nature and cause of difficulties 

. It also provides ways of taking stock 

of progress at the end of a unit, semester 

or year. A well-balanced evaluation pro- 

gram allows for . . . more effective 

learning experiences in the future.' 

While none of the schools apered to incorporate all 

these ideals, in their measurin of oupil progress they 

were far removed from tne practice of giving examinations 

just to check the memorizing of facts. Many teachers said 

they tried to give each pupil an evaluation at least once 

a week. It might be focuBed on personal development, par- 

ticipation in class discussions, the completion of a pro- 

ject, as in clothin:; work, the execution of a laboratory 

assignment or the acquiring of understanding in a newly dis- 

cussed phase of homemaking. The measuring might be in 

terms of grades A, B, C or D or as percentages. Informal 

quizzes were often given in some units, and longer tests 

came at the ends of units or terms. The grades put on re- 

port cards were an average of those recorded during the 

term. 

I Ibid., p. 218. 
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As far as observations went, pretesting was not al- 

ways part of the program. It was used cbi.efly by the stu- 

dent teachers from 0reon State College assisting in 

schools near the college. It gave them an Idea where to 

start with the new units. Several teachers said they ob- 

tained a better idea of what their pupils knew from a 

class conference. The high school girls were very honest 

and usually fairly accurate in their statements on what 

they knew or needed to learn. 

arments Made in Cloth1n Classes 

Since the clothing field Is one of particular interest 

to the writer, it was only natural that investigatiòn Into 

the types of problems done by girls at different levels 

should be included in this study. Clothing problems were 

always related to the needs of the girls' wardrobes and had 

to fit in with family resources. Girls of this country have 

considerable scope because they are not required to wear 

uniform dress to school, and the stores have wide ranges of 

sulteble fabrics and plentiful supplies of commercial pat- 

tern s. 

Beginning classes were required to work with cotton, 

and the garments they made were confined to those usually 

made of cotton; for example, pinafores, aprons, pajamas, 

dirndl skirts, slacks, shorts, blouses, housecoats and 

dresses and sometimes children's clothes. Girls in a se- 
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cond year of clothing construction were permitted to use 

cotton, rayon or light weight wool fabrics, and the range 

of articles they might tackle was correspondingly widened. 

Taiiorinß was offered to third year pupils. Some of the 

coats and suits made by them showed a standard of work e- 

quai to that usually expected from college students. 

One interesting observation was the number of make- 

over problems appearing in junior and senior classes. 

Dresses, suits, coats and men's suits of good quality ma- 

terial were unpicked, cleaned, pressed and sometimes 

turned before reconstructing a sarment for a smaller child 

or for the pupil. 

There was considerable variation between schools and 

between grades in the pupils' enthusiasm for c1oth1n con- 

struction. Seventh, eighth and ninth grade girls were u- 

su'l1y eager and industrious, but the upper grades often 

lacked interest. 

Probably more noticeable in c1othin construction work 

than in any other phase of homemaking education is the ef- 

fect of the teacher's skill and ideals. Elective clsses 

in advanced clothing and tailoring were more popul r when 

the teacher showed skill in clothing. Besides this the 

teacher needs to know her pupils' level of attainment and 

help them accomplish problems that are satisfying for them. 

It also makes a difference if she demonstrates personally 

good taste in dress and immaculate grooming. 
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Home Projects 

After visiting several sciools and asking questions 

about the planning, supervision, and evaluation of home 

projects, it became increasingly obvious th.t the questions 

should not be limited but should stimulate statements a- 

bout all home ex;eriences. In the bulletin on Home icono- 

mics in American Public Schools such experiences are 

classed as home practice and home projects. Since the ob- 

servations of this study fit into that classification, it 

would be of interest to quote the definitions given. 

Home Practice is the repeating at home of an 

activity carried on in the class, as for example, 

:iiaking cookies for supper at home after a class 

lesson on cookie-making. Some device for re- 

cording and reporting on home practice by pu- 

pile is provided by the teacher. 

Home Project--The pupil selects a personal 

or home problem which needs solution, sete up 

tier objectives for the solution of the problem, 

formulates her plans, and carries her plans 

throuh to completion. She keeps records to 

note progress, and these are used as a basis 

for summarizing results. project is carried 

on over a period of time and covers one or 

more major problems which the pupil meets in 



her daily life.1 

:arked differences were observed in the home project 

work in reimbursed and nonreimbursed schools. :Iore empha- 

sis was placed on the work and more home visiting was done 

by departments in reimburseL schools. Of course, in nearly 

all cass the home visiting had been greatly reduced on 

account of the war with the resultin. shortage of teachers 

and shortage of gasoline. 

The program for home project work was usually something 

like this. After the teacher and pupils became acquainted, 

they arranged for a class discussion or personal conferences, 

to decide what problems could be worked out at home--ones 

that would 1ve the pupils some valuable experiences. ny 

surveys of home backgrounds and activities were extremely 

helpful to the teacher at this stase. Before making final 

selections of problems, the girls usually consulted their 

mothers. Occasionally a mimeographed letter was sent to 

the mothers describin the nature of the proposed activity 

and asking for their cooperation. 

Where it was possible for the teacher to make home 

visits before projects were started, she could make more 

valuable suestions. Home economics teachers in reim- 

bursed schools, employed for a month longer than the resu- 

'Home Economics in American Public Schools, VocE.tional 

Division Bulletin, i0. 213. 
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lar school year, had two weeks in the spring and two weeks 

before school started. in the fall during which to visit 

homes. When pupils forecast their new year's schedule be- 

fore summer vacation, the tee.cher knew who would be in her 

classcs in the fall. 

Pupils were required to write a description of their 

project, sometimes including a plan of work. Some teachers 

reduced the amount of written description to a minimum be- 

cause lt reduced the lrls' enthusiasm for home projects. 

Most teachers asked the mother to sign the pupil's report 

or lve a report herself on the work. In order to minimize 

dishonesty the teacher would acknowledge th mother's report 

by writ1n a letter. 

A very comprehensive plan for home visiting was p&rt 

of the program at Philomath, where the home of each pupil 

was visited at least twice a year. The pupils fixed dates 

that would be convenient for their mothers. If there was 

a project under way at the time, the visit was just that 

much more valuable. In schools where no visits were made 

the pupils brouht their finished projects to school if 

possible. Otherwise the teacher relied on reports for eva- 

luation. 

Some teachers encouraged one or two long projects, but 

a greater number of shorter ones were also acceptable. 

Help was given at school by personal conferences sometimes 

held in class periods but more frequently durin5 a study 
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hail. Conrerences also served to check the progress of the 

work. 

Home practice, by all accounts, was being given more 

attention during the war. It was a substitute for the re- 

duced home project pro,ram. It was also a popular require- 

ment for seventh, eighth and ninth 5raders who were keenly 

interested in acquiring new skills and could parallel 

their class work with home practice. Teachers of these 

younger girls declared that they did not have time to or- 

3anlze home project work for them nor did the pupils have 

time to do it. For successful home practice it was neces- 

sary to have the close coopertion of the mothers. This 

was obtained throuh letters, meetings of the Parent Teacher 

Association or less frequently, by home visits. It was of 

interest to note how earnestly the girls entered into home 

project work and the spirit of home practice. Their reports 

frequently contained a group of statements made by members 

of their families. These were indic.tive of cooperation and 

an apprecition of their efforts. 

The principals spoke very enthusiastically of the value 

of supervised home experience. They appreciated the con- 

tacts the hom. economics teacherc made with the homes. One 

idea many of them had for post war reconstruction was to 

add another teacher to the homemaking department so that 

the home visiting program could be restored to what it used 

to be or extended beyond tht. Both the principL.ls and 
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teachers a3reed that the visiting should be shared by all 

teachers of the department instead of beine allotted to 

any one in particular. Teachers should call at the homes 

of pupils in their own classes. 

Administrators of nonreimbursed schools expressed re- 

Sret that they did not have the financial assistance for 

the home visitin program as the vocational departments 

did. 

Opportunity for Experience with Young Children 

Experience with young children is one feature of the 

home economics program that is beconain more and more popu- 

lar. Every department included a discussion unit on child 

development for all the 6rades. With the exception of three 

junior high schools all provided opportunity for actual ex- 

perience with children. The provision was met by a play 

school or a nursery school or experience with both. 

Play Schools. The play schools were used more fre- 

quently than the nursery schools. None of these were ob- 

served during the school visits because of the time of year. 

Play schools were conducted in the sprinp when the weather 

was favorable. They lasted half the school day, and lt de- 

pended on class schedules as to whether lt was mornin. or 

afternoon. The children were seldom given a full mal, but 

juice was always served. 

The children were usually taken to end from school by 
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the hißh school pupils 1f the parents could not convenient- 

ly accompany them. The number of children depended on the 

size of the home economics classes, the space in the de- 

partment, the amount of equipment and the number of chil- 

dren livin: close by the school. The teachers tried to et 

between eight end twelve children. 

The furniture and equipment were of a simple nature; 

articles tht could be stored. They were similar in pat- 

tern to the mE.terial in nursery schools. 

Nurser Schools. Nursery schools to take care of the 

children of working mothers have increased in number since 

the war due to the provision of federal funds for running 

them. The one conducted in two of the portables connected 

with the Girls' Polytechnic was started on this account. 

Others were started at Albany and Salem, ¿nd home economics 

pupils have availed themselves of the opportunity to ob- 

serve and gain experience in directing and c ring for chil- 

dren skillfully. 

At Jane Add.aInS the nursery school was considered one 

of their most valuable laboratories and will be described 

leter. 

Cafeterias 

Only three schools out of the thirteen studied did not 

have cafeterias. Nine of them were run by hired help and 

suprvised to varyin5 decrees by one of the home economics 
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cipals did not all a5ree that this was the best arran5e- 

ment. They sugested that the homemakinß classes were 

likely to suffer because the teacher spent too much time 

with the cafeteria p1annin. Some also felt that the added 

responsibility deprived the teachers of time to share in 

extra-curricular activities. They thus missed many good 

opoortunities of becomin3 better acquainted with the pupils 

or of letting the pupils become better acquainted with them. 

In four schools, elective cafeteria courses were of- 

fere. The Eins received a sound vocational training and 

at the same time helped with the work of the cafeterias. 

The classes were usually only available to advanced home- 

making pupils, but the Parrish Junior H1Eh School at Salem 

provided an exception. This situation has been described 

more fully in the case study of Salem. 

í.part from cafeteria classes no other homemakinE cias- 

ses were required to do any food preparation work for the 

cafeteria. There often existed a Sood neiEhbor policy be- 

tween the two kitchens when it came to borrowin5 one ano- 

ther's supplies of equipment or stored foods. On days when 

the homemakinE teacher considered it would be Eood experi- 

ence for her pupils to prepare a family size quantity of 

any dish, she could usually have the extra used in the oaf e- 

tena if they knew ahead. 

Boys or girls from any Erade in the school were able 
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to find employment in the cafeterias durin the lunch hour 

nd received their lunch or a sm.11 wage for payment. 

The menus served on the days visited were uniformly 

good. They had to be to meet requirements for accepting 

federal funds and to be passed by the hoinemakin class or 

teacher. But no provision as rnde for the nutritional 

education of all the pupils who selected lunches from them. 

So far as this provision is concerned it was interesting to 

note the remarks of Miss Harris, president of the American 

Home Economics ssoci.tion, when speaking to a atherin of 

home economics students at Oregon State College. She said 

that the school cafeterias hd been used for many tbi.ns, 

such as rrovidin3 employment, or using up surplus supplies 

of some foods, but were rarely used for nutritional educe- 

tion. 

Reference Iiaterial 

As indicated in the description of the libraries, the 

wealth of literature in this country seems unlimited. So 

far as home economics classes were concerned, there were 

three sources; books, periodicals and pamphlets or bulle- 

tins. 

Some new books were purchased every year from the 

eneral text book fund. If thore were sufficient copies of 

up-to-date foods, clothing and family relationship texts, 

the teachers preferred to purchase just one or two copies 



of a greater selection. In the ppendix (no. 3) is given 

a list of the books most frequently found in the schools 

visited. 

There was always a generous supply of periodicals. 

The latest numbers were kept out in the department so that 

every :irl could browse through them as time permitted. 

Sometimes worthwhile articles were listed on the cover. 

Old numbers were not disposed of until they were at least 

a year old; then the department made clippings for the file. 

Pupils could have what remained for their record books. 

Student teachers used many ö the pictures to make posters 

for the bulletin board. Some departments liked to change 

the periodicals coming in each year. In other schools all 

the periodicals desired were purchased. 

Some magazines have several pages of coupons adver- 

tising pamphlets that are sent in class size quentitie 

from different manufacturers. Teachers sent for a great ma- 

fly of these. Some were free and others required a small 

fee. Every department had many shelves filled with pamph- 

lets and bulletins. The pupils could help themselves, or 

they were distributed when they fitted in with class dis- 

cussion. The discussion would bring in an evaluation of 

the material presented on the pamphlets. 

1-lome Economics for Boys 

In contrast to the general sitution in the Pacific Re- 



ion, where 15 per cent of the twelfth grade homemaking 

classes were boys, very few of the schools visited had 

classes for boys. Salem Senior High School was the only 

school where the boys had a reu1ar cours, but several 

of the other schools planned exchane clsses for the 

spring term when the boys received two or three weeks of 

homemaking instruction. 

Most of the principals and teachers were keen for the 

boys to have an opportunity to do home economics, especial- 

ly when the boys were asking for the experience. One 

stumbling-block was that it was not considered vocational 

for boys, and funds to reimbursed schools could not be used 

for 

The administrators in a few Schools said that they had 

offered home economics to boys in previous years but had 

decided to discontinue the classes because nothing much was 

being accomplished. The boys must have a genuine interest 

in the work, and a ret deal of the success depends on the 
teacher's ability to develop a fittinß program of studies 

and present the units from the boys' point of view. 

Successful classas were orovided for junior and senior 

boys alone and were usually not mixed with girls. Boys 

in the eleventh and twelfth grades have more interest and 

are keen to learn something aoout etiquette, boy-and-girl 

relationship, roomin and estab11shin a home. :Jixed clas- 

ses were inclined to hamper the 1ernin5 of both boys and 
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girls because they approach the work with different points 

of view and different abilities. Occasionally a mixed 

class discussion on family relationships or making a home 

might be helpful if under the guidance of an experienced, 

understandin teacher with a wise sense of values. 

In conclusion it would be of interest to note the 

fact that all administrators interviewed predicted a growth 

in the homemaking education of boys after the war. 

3idets 

Observations made during interviews with principals 

and teachers with regard to the budgets for homemaking de- 

partments were rarely very enlightening. Few of the tea- 

chers knew what their spending limits were but did not 

feel restricted. They either had money on hand to pay cash 

for supplies or had the accounts sent in to the school 

board. Larger items were procured by requisitioning at 

the end of each school year. 

The principals did not consider the departments were 

receiving too high a proportion of the whole school budget 

but did not always know how much they were receiving. 

The budgeting of school finance was apparently left 

completely to the discretion of the school boards, and they 

were not always ee:er to have the homemaking teacher aware 

of the full amount of her share. The writer can only guess 

at reasons for this. Porhaps there was no definite sum set 
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aside. Or they may have wished the home economics teacher 

to limit hr purchases to necessities. When a teacher u- 

ses a fixed sum of money per yeLr for the department's ex- 

penses, she tends to adjust purchases to suit End the 

board has no way of estim.tin whether the sum calls for 

unnecessary restrictions or provides too liberal an amount. 

The reimbursed departments save the impression of 

having a more liberal fund than did the nonreimbursed ones. 

The few total annual sums that were quoted ranged from 3OO 

in the smaller schools to 4OO in the lar6er. In no case 

was the total allowance on a pupil basis. It had to cover 

weekly expenses such as pr1shable food and laundry, re- 

pairs, sorne illustrative material and new equipment. Books 

were usually purchased with a general text book fund. With 

the sinjle exception of :ortland grade schools, food ma- 

terials for all laboratory clE.ss work were supplied by the 

schools. 

It would appear to the writer that the teachers and 

pupils were missln a good experience by not having a bud- 

get and keeping more cccurate accounts. 

Adult Classes 

The war has had two opposite effects on the adult edu- 

cation programs. In so far as lt has stimulated a need 

for food conservation, lt has made for increasing atten- 

dance at classes on food preservation and nutrition, but 
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apart from this, adult home economics classes have prac- 

tically disappeared for the duration. This would be ex- 

pected, for women are workin5 outside their homes and the 

supply of teachers and supervisors has been reduced. 

Many of the teachers said they would be assisting with 

the clesses for the cannery projette. Canneries havc been 

set up in most of the larger towns where all people in the 

community may take their fruit and veetab1es to be pro- 

cessed. Accompanying the project in each center is a se- 

ries of lectures and demonstrations on ardenin, nutrition 

and food preservation. Those people who attend and take 

part in these classes are entitled to priority ri5hts on 

the use of the cannery. Usually work is done in the ummer 

so that the home economics techers are free from school 

responsibilities and can assist with the demonstrations 

nd lectures. 

Cn the whole, junior high school teachers were too 

busy to provide adult classes of any kind. They considered 

adult classes were the responsibility of the senior high 

schools. Teachers at Corvallis and Eugene were partly re- 

lieved of such work by the Colle5e, University and Voca- 

tional School. This would seem to prove the reason for 

the statement in the Vocational Division &.11etin: 

Administrators are not in agreement re- 

5ardin the desirability of havinß the day 

school home economics teacher add the re- 
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sponsibi]i.ty of teaching adults to an other- 

wise full schedule. 

1Home Economics In American Public Schools, Vocational 
Division Bulletin, No. 213, p. 14. 
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CHiPTER III 

CASE STUDIES 

In this chapter each of the thirteen schools is dis-. 

cuss.d in detail with emphasis on their differences rather 

than on their similarities. 

ALBANY SCHOOL DL3TRICT 

While Albany was the third smallest town, it belongs 

to the largest county visited, with the second smallest 

population. It would thus be expected that the surrounding 

districts are more sparsely populated than other parts of 

the Willamette Valley. This no doubt has an effect on the 

school enrollment and amkes for greater differences in the 

upils attending. On the whole, however, these effects 

were not so noticeable as they were at Lebanon, a smaller 

town in the same county. Albany, being eleven miles north- 

east of Corvallis, is in easy reach of Oregon State College. 

Before the war it was not uncommon for pupils to live in Li- 

bany while attending the college. 

Albany has two junior high schools and one senior high 

school. At present one principal div1ds his time between 

the two junior high schools. The schools nd homemaking de- 

partments do not have rnexìy features that show any great di- 

vergence from the general descriptions. The chief one ob- 

served for the whole school system was the comprehensive yet 
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very concise accumulative record card used for each pupil. 

Altogether there was a record folder, a test record slip 

and an envelope for records of interviews provided for 

each child. The collection of information commenced when 

they started school in the first Srade. 'The aim Was to as- 

semble needed information with the least possible effort 

and still cive quickly a total picture of the student. 

Statements of family history and background were included, 

but the ßreatest space was devoted to statements of the per- 

sonal progress of the pupils. 

The Central Junior High School 

The two junior high schools in Albany, Madison and Gen- 

tral, are really elementary and junior high schools corn- 

bined. Both have grades one to nine. As mentioned already, 

one principal divides his time between the two, and there 

is a vice-principal in each school to assist him. ach 

school provides homernakinz courses for grades seven, eight 

and nine, and there is one home economics teacher on each 

faculty. There was no particular reason for visiting Cen- 

tral rather than Madison. 

The Central School ws a fairly old bu1ld1n compared 

with other schools visited. It was built over thirty years 

aßo. The total enrollment for grades seven, eight, and 

nine was 255, with approximately equal numbers of boys and 

girls in each grade. Since the total enrollment for the 
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two junior high school departments was 436, Madison must 

have been smaller than Central. The organization of the 

junior high school grades was closely linked to that of the 

elementary grades, and the teachers for the upper grades 

often taught some of the lower grades too. 

The Homemaking Rooms. As in many of the schools vi- 

sitec, this department was in the basement. It does not 

follow that the rooms were less attractive or more poorly 

equipped than departments on main or upper floors, but the 

heating facilities were often less satisfactory. This was 

the case at Central Junior High School. Heated air came 

from a heavy pipe along the ceiling instead of the floor. 

There is also a psychological factor involved in the loca- 

tion of the homemakin department in the basement. íany 

home economics educators believe that the prestige of home- 

making departments is affected by a basement location. 

A room adjacent to and opening out of the foods labo- 

ratory had just been made over Into a new clothing labora- 

tory. During the renovations a double wardrobe and section 

of student lockers had been built in. Two interesting 

pieces of equipment were on order. One was a three-panelled 

full-length mirror on a raised movable platform, with steps 

leading up to it. The other was a group of three screens 

made of light-weight material and fixed on legs with casters. 

Each screen was to be approximately five feet high and six 

feet long. One side was to be finished with a simple attrac- 
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bulletin boards. These would be very flexible teach1n 

aids and would not require much storage space. One screen 

was to be used in front of the fitting mirror. The other 

two might partition off a dining alcove in the foods lab- 

oratory during a meal service project. Any grouping of 

one, two, or three of them could be used for housefurnish- 

ing demonstrations and displays, and the bulletin board 

sides would always be useful for displays associated with 

any unit. 

The Homemakinc Courses. Jis Been from Table IV these 

homemakinß courses were required for all girls, but those 

from the seventh and eighth grades had courses lasting only 

one semester. That meant that for one half of the school 

year the teacher was giving classes to seventh and ninth 

grade girls and for the second half to eighth and ninth. 

r the time a girl reached the ninth grade, she had had one 

year of homemaking and had covered all the units named un- 

der Elementary Homemaking in the Appendix (2). For the 

ninth 5rade the unit "Enjoying Young Children" was omitted 

from Homemaking One, and more time was iven to care and 

construction of clothing. 

The teacher in this department encouraged much home 

practice. She helped the pupils plan and discuss what they 

might do a.t home, an.d she enlisted the help of every mother 

to establish coopara.tion for the girls and a means of 
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checking. She always acknowledged reports from mothers by 

letter. 

When observing the classes, the writer was very favor- 

ably impressed by the earnest enthusiasm and the industry 

of the girls. The te&cher had six classes a day involving 

at least two prep&rations, but she did not seem as rushed 

as other teachers in a similar situation. The pupils ap- 

peared to be able to work independently, applying their in- 

itiative Instead of requiring too much help from her. 

The Senior High School 

Although the building of this school was older than 

that of the Central Junior High School, lt had been renova- 

ted in 1935. It was closer to the center of town than ei- 

ther of the junior high schools. 

The total enrollment for 1943-44 was 463 wIth more 

girls than boys in each of the three grades. For the three 

high schools In Albany there were approximately 170 pupIls 

coming to school by bus or private car from distances rang- 

Ing from one and a half to 14 mlles. In the senior high 

alone there were 33. This proportion is smaller than it 

was at some of the other schools vIsited. A different light 

is thrown on the picture when it Is noted that the senior 

high school alone had 232 tuition pupils enrolled In 1943. 

This is exactly half the total enrollment. Tuition pupils 

are pupils from outside the town who usually come by bus to 
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school, plus some town students who pay tuition because 

they are not residents of the town. The number of tuition 

pupils can be considered as an index of the number of coun- 

try students since they make up almost the entire group. 

The program of studies in the school was organized as 

seven possible courses. The required subjcts for the three 

years in each course were listed arid a group of electives 

given. When registering at the school, each pupil had to 

choose a course, then fill in the vacant periods with elec- 

tives. The cours;s were Aricu1ture, Commercial A, Commer- 

cial B, Home Economics, Industrial Arts, Language, and 

Mathematics and Science. Every one of them met Oregon Col- 

lege entrance requirements. 

The Homemaking Rooms. This homemaking department was 

another basement department with the rooms opening one off 

the other. The clottiing laboratory was small so the work 

tables in the foods laboratory were often used for cutting 

out garments. Neither of the rooms was sufficiently light 

since their windows were high and small. The equipment in 

the foods laboratory was fairly new, especially the ranges 

and the room looked very attractive. 

The cafeteria was across from the homemaking depart- 

ment, and there was some sharin:, of equipment necessary, the 

foods department having a very limited amount of china and 

cutlery for meal service. The cafeteria assistant used the 

refrigerator and sometimes one of the ranges in the foods 
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laboratory. Since the two departments were so close, the 

clothing laboratory mde a convenient lunch room for the 

staff. 

The Homemaking Courses. The home economics couise had 

one homemaking class in each of the three years. Other re- 

quirements were glish, biology and social science. There 

was a much smaller percentage taking homemaking in the 

twelfth grade than in the tenth (see Table V). This indi- 

cated that even thou;h a girl might select the home econo- 

mics course she did not need to keep to this proram for 

the whole three years. Her program would still meet the 

requirements for college entrance if she selected appropri- 

ate subjEcts to replace homemaking. 

The units included were approximately the same as those 

in Homemaking Two and Advanced Homemaking as given in Ap- 

iendix 2. A premarri3e unit was included for the twelfth 

graders. 

Experience with youns children wa being provided this 

year at a recently established Government Nursery School 

where there were between 25 and 30 children. In years pre- 

vious to 1944 a plaj school had been conducted at the 

Senior Home Economics Department for three weeks of the 

sprin: terni. The teacher was not sure whether they would 

do tht this year. 

The pupils were requested to do one home project every 

semester. There was need for the constant cooperation of 
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mothers, s the teacher could not hope to visit the homes 

of each pupil more than once a year. The home economics 

department was reimbursed so the teacher, like others on 

vocational programs, had a month more than the school year 

in which to do sorne home visiting. 

The teacher's schedule was not as heavily loaded as 

some observed in this study. She had five classes a day, 

meeting over 90 different girls. None of the classes were 

larger than 20. Three preparations were required daily, 

but these were chiefly taken care of by student teachers. 

Howevr, the teacher had to know what they were all about 

so she could be a helpful supervisor. 

Because Albany is only ten miles from Oregon State Col- 

lege and because the administrators of the Albany schools 

have been cooperative, the high schools have been used as 

student techer centers for prospective home economics 

teachers who are studying at Oregon State College. The 

work is arranged on a ha1f-dy basis, the student teacher 

gradually assuming responsibility for two classes. .ach 

student teacher continues her work every day for half a 

term and all together teaches approximately 60 classes. 

The work has been well received in Albany, and it seems 

likely that the quality of the teching has been improved 

rather than the reverse. 
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CORVALLIS SCHOOL DISTrICT 

Corvallis was one of the middle-sized towns on the 

list for this study. It is on the main highway, and fre- 

quent bus services connect it with the other cities of the 

valley. 

The fact that it is a college town makes a difference 

in sorne aspects of the high school education. Ninety-five 

Per cent of the junior high school pupils go on to senior 

high, and over 50 per cent of the seniors go on to college. 

The hith school teachers consider that they do not have to 

make provision for adult education when there are better 

facilities in the college. 

Llthough the population of Corvallis is between three 

and four thousand more than that of Albany, the total high 

school enrollments for 1943-44 showed only 33 more pupils 

at the Corvallis schools. ilthough there are two junior 

high schools at Albany, there is only one at Corvallis. 

The pupils of the schools at Corvallis have been very 

active war workers, collectin much scrap material and 

selling record amounts of war stamps and bonds. 

The Junior Hih School 

The junior high school is a two-storied buildin near 

the center of the town. Since it is the only building on 

the block, there is much space for playing fields all around 

the school. There are 19 classrooms in the school, includ- 
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ing a very roomy, well-lighted library. 

The program of studies lists all subjects as required 

for the seventh and ei3hth gzeides but provides some elec- 

tives for the ninth. A characteristic of the school is the 

extensive use of miineoraphed material. It ws first no- 

ticed with the student bulletin, which was 27 pases of' typed 

material--a striking contrast to the situation in some 

schools where no bulletins were printed for the students. 

The principal was interested in administering a good 

selection of standardized tests especially with regard to 

measurin intelli3ence and the ability to read and calcu- 

late. Any pupil with an I above 85 not accomplishing a 

fair standard of work was referred to a special teacher for 

remealal classes. 

Every teacher ws required to have the IQ scores be- 

side each pupil's name in the grade book. This was to call 

&.ttention to the student's ability so thet the teacher 

could estimate the progress that should be m1e. 

One of the weak points in the guidance program was the 

lack of information about home and family backgrounds. The 

principal looked to the home economics teacher to supply 

some of' these data from observations made during home vi- 

sits. 

The Home Economics Rooms. The two laboratories are 

adjacent on the south side of the main floor of the school 

and close to a bck entrance which is convenient for the 
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visited, mi:zht be described as compact rather than crowded. 

There is accommodation for 20 girls in either room. The 

clothing laboratory has windows on two sides, providing 

adequate lighting. 

While the work tables in the foods laboratory were 

more than 20 years old and inadequate according to present 

standards, there were excellent new gas stoves between the 

tables. The foods laboratory had many cupboards of various 

sizes which were apparently not all as convenient a would 

be anticipated on first sight. Some that were set in the 

dividin wall between the two laboratories and had doors 

ooening on both sides were convenient for mimeographed and 

illustrative material. 

The clothing laboratory had excellent sewing tables. 

They were strong yet liht and easily moved. The tops were 

of polished hard wood and the legs were made of' metal. 

The Homemaking Courses. The classes were for ninth 
grade girls only and were required. For the year 1943-44 

the units for the first semester were OEirl and Her Home, 

Family Breakfast, Learning to Sew and Personal Grooming for 

the second semester, Preparing Famil; Lunches, itertaining 

Our Friends and Making a Cotton Garment. There were five 

classes of one period each during the day. To avoid mono- 

tony the three morning groups were on a different unit from 

the two afternoon groups. The last period was used for 
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conferences with student teachers; five altogether. 

Student teachinß at the Corvallis high schools is on 

a slightly different time schedule from that at Albany. 

Students teach one hour each day for an entire term. Th 

home economics te.chers in Corvallis are employed jointly 

by the Corvallis School Board and Oregon State Oollee. 

In general they are selected with care, their salaries are 

better and a hi:her quality of work can be expected of them. 

The teacher at Corvallis Junior H13h School with five 

classes of ninth graders was meeting 108 different girls 

each day. This was quite a group when we consider home vi- 

cits--more than two visits a week. The conference period 

for each day was usually devoted entirely to conferences 

with the student teachers. 

As mentioned before, the techer was required to have 

the IQ scores in her grade book. The principal was also 

eager for her to cheek each girl's 4-FI Club experience so 

that she would be able to give all girls cha11enin prob- 

lems. 

imeographed material was more abundant in this de- 

partment than in any visited at other schools. The teacher 

had forms for the pupils to fill with d:ta about their fain- 

ilies, homes, home responsibilities and other activities 

and interests. Besides this there were sheets with a fair- 

ly comprehensive list of units that might be included in 

the year's program. The girls were asked to check the ones 
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they would like to do. n analysis of these usually showed 

emphasis on certain phases which could be a basis for the 

year's course of' study and any units not included, but of 

interest to individual students, could be developed in 

home projects. 

Typed sheets of information were distributed in con- 

nection with nearly every unit taught. They might be sun- 

pie directions for doing certain problems, such as making 

a peasant apron or preparin veSetable dishes, or they 

ml5ht be ratina scales for scoring the completed problems. 

Inste.d of pretesting before sewing units, an accomplishment 

sheet was .ven to each girl to cheek. They not only 

showed whether or not they had accomplished each item men- 

tioned but save themselves a ratina of excellent, good, 

fair, or poor. In the writer's estimation every effort 

was being made not only to fit the learning experiences to 

the girls' requirements but also to keep a careful check 

on pro5ress ¿md ensure that the girls were getting full 

learning experience from every problem. 

During the first semester home practice is linked with 

school study as far as possible, and durin the second 

every pupil does at least one home project. Mimeographed 

letters of' explanation are sent to the parents. The tea- 

cher usually managed to visit the home of each girl at 

least once a yoar. Since Corvallis schools are reimbursed, 

the running expenses of the car were paid by the school 
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board. Home projects were quite an Important feature of 

the homemaking education of these ninth grade girls. In- 

stead of requiring them to write reports, the teacher save 

the ir1s special cards on which they made entries from day 

to day. The three columns on a card were headed Date, Pro- 

5ress, and Comments .nd Suggestions. Rememberin this 

state of affairs in Corvallis, it will be interesting to 

note the sentiments of different teachers with regard to 

home project work for ninth grade girls in other Case stu- 

dies. 
Neither the principal nor the homemaking teacher con- 

sidered home economics classes necessary for seventh or 

eigIith grade girls. They declared that the girls started 

with more enthusiasm in the ninth grade when not taking 

any previously. The principal said seventh and eighth 

grade pupils already he'd very full schedules arid there was 

no time for further subjects. Another reason for waiting 

to start homemaking until the ninth grade is that so many 

country girls enter the junior higli school at the beginning 

of the ninth grade and the required course makes an excel- 

lent means of integrating these pupils. 

The starting point for home economics classes seems to 

be a controversial matter and can only be decided by each 

school district to suit the life and requirements of its 
pupils and the facilities of its schools. 
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Corvallis Senior High School 

Situated on the northern outskirts of Corvallis, this 

comparatively new senior high school is surrounded by spa- 

cious lawns and playin fields. On approaching the school, 

the writer, as a visitor to this country, could not help 

but notice the cars parked on the edge of the school block. 

If it were not wartime, there would be many more pupils 

drivin cars to school. 

In the total enrollment of 516 for 1943-44, there were 

about 40 more girls than boys 

travelled distances of two to 

Since 61 of these were girls, 

with home projects might have 

some cases. 

LU pupils were required 

Ner1y 130 of the pupils 

16 miles to school in buses. 

home visiting in connection 

been difficult to arrange in 

to carry five subjects and 

schedule one library period per day. The required subjects 

for sophomores were glish and biology; for juniors, iig- 

lish, American History and physical education; and for 

seniors, glish social economics and physical education. 

Fifteen electivo subjects were provided in the sophomore 

year, 24 more in the junior, and nine more in the senior 

year. About two fifths of the electives listed in the bui- 

letin Were underlined to show that they could be taken for 

one semester only. The homemaking courses were underlined 

but two sections were provided for each year. 
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The testina and guidance program w.s not as comprehen- 

sive as the principal wished. All pupils were ivn an in- 

te11ience test in the tenth grade. Any pupil of special 

interest was retested either at school or by someone in the 

Educ.tion Department of Oregon State College. The achieve- 

ment tests receivin. special emphasis were those connected 

with the different service corps for boys. They were all 

administered to the senior boys so th.t they could be pre- 

reTistered In the service for which they were most suited. 

The principal looked forward to e time when the home econo- 

mics department would be expanded to require two teachers 

and allow them more time for home visiting. 

The Home Economics Rooms. The home economics depart- 

ment was in the basement. The foods and c1othin labora- 

tories were separated by an Intervening stairw.y. It was 

necessary to o through the corridor from one room to the 

other and the unity of the department was broken. It would 

be a ßood arrangement if there were two teachers. The rooms 

were on the southeast corner of the school. Both were ade- 

quate in size and have been newly equipped since the school 

was built. Althou5h there were many windows, the lighting 

was not as good &S it would have been with the rooms on a- 

nothar floor. 

it one end of the foods laboratory there was a family- 

size kitchen and storeroom which was not in use and a fami- 

ly-size dinin room used for meal service. The work tables 
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two small dining tables and chairs in the center. 

The clothing laboratory, which was on the corner of 

the school, had windows on two sides. The dark-colored 

concrete walls spoiled the attractiveness of the room. 

There were six large, oak work tables, of which four placed 

together made a suitable unit for round-table discussions 

when they were not in use for clothin construction. 

Homemaking Courses. There were three homemaking cour- 

ses: Homemaking III and IV, each a semester in length, e- 

lected by tenth grade girls; Homemaking V and VI, elected 

by eleventh graders; and Homemaking VII and VIII, elected 

by twelfth graders. Jt the time of the visit three periods 

a day were required for tenth grade classes, one for ele- 

venth and one for twelfth. The sixth period was used for 

conferences with the student teachers. 

One hundred per cent of the ninth grade girls took home- 

making; there WaS t slight drop to 70 per cent in the tenth 

grade, but a much smaller proportion, only 16 per cent, 

were taking courses In the eleventh grade. There was a 

slight increase to 24 per cent in the proportion of seniors. 

With just one and one-half days' observing, it was diffi- 

cult to analyse the situation or venture an explanation 

for the variations in enrollments. It must be remembered, 

however, that in a large school homemaking classes are u- 

sually in competition with a great many other subjects and 
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what percenta.e of the pupils are enrolled in the other 

classes. The principal stated that for the past two or 

three years home economics senior students hetd propoan- 

dized the courses durin forecasting because the enroll- 

ments had been very low. The practice was discontinued 

this ye&r, as the teacher now had s many classes as could 

be managed in one day. 

With the five classes a day the techer was teaching 

102 ir1s. t least three lesson preparations were re- 

quired per day. The conference period time ws nearly all 

devoted to conferences with the five stud3nt teachers. 

Units provided for the tenth grade 5irls were the sanie 

as those under Homemaking Two in the Appendix except for 

the unit on Family Relationships. This was omitted and one 

on 'Teen Age Situations was included. The Family Meals 

unit stressed lunches. 

The eleventh graders covered all those under Homemaking 

Two plus the Money Management and Consumer aiyin units 

from Advanced Homemaking. Dinners were stressed in the Fa- 

nily Meals unit and tailoring in the Clothing Constriction. 

The seniors Included units from Advanced Homemaking 

but omitted the Consumer ying and included a unit on Per- 

sonality Development. 

Experience with young children was orovided by a play 

school in the spring term. 



Home projects were being carried on all the time. 

The relationship between them and school study was immedi- 

ate and informal. The situation more nearly approached 

home practice than home projects. Owing to the wartime 

shortaze of teachers and gasoline, the home visiting pro- 

gram had been greatly curtailed. 
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Eugene, 40 miles south of Corvallis, is on one of the 

nwln highways and railroads between Portland ¿nd San Fran- 

cisco and was the third largest town visited. It is part 

of a large county, Lane, which has an area of 4,954 square 

miles. The population in the surrounding districts is 

somewhat scattered. The University of Oregon, a large vo- 

catinal school, two senior high schools and two junior high 

schools make Eugene quite an educational center. Besides 

those t ugene there are 18 other high schools in Lane 

county. 

The existence of the University and the vocational 

school has something of the same effect on different as- 

pects of the high school program as Oregon State Colle3e has 

on the Corvallis high school program. One of the senior 

schools is associated with the University at Eugene for tea- 

cher training and is known as the University High School. 

Eugene high schools are of the first class. The se- 

venth to ninth grades are in the junior schools and the 

tenth to twelfth in the senior. 

The regular senior high was the one selected for the 

study because it provided home economics and the University 

High did not. There was no particular reason for visiting 

the Woodrow Wilson Junior High instead of the Theodore 

Roosevelt unless it was because the former is nearer the 
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None of the home economics departments were reimbursed 

so were not supervised frequently by the State Supervisor 

of Home Economics Education. At the same time they did 

not have a supervisor of their own, but all the homemaking 

teachers met frequently to coordinate their work. 

Woodrow Wilson Junior High School 

For 1943-44 the Woodrow Wilson Junior High School had 

a total enrollment of 686 with exactly as many boys as 

girls. The faculty numbered eight men and 17 women. In 

every way it was a larger school than the Theodore Roose- 

velt. 

The students' bulletin showed that all the subjects 

provided for the seventh and eighth grades were required, 

while three electives, art, music, and algebra were in- 

cluded for the ninth grade. athematics, social living, 

science, physical education, industrial arts and homemaking 

were required In all three years. 

All seventh grade pupils and new pupils entering after 

the seventh grade filled in a questionnaire about their 

homes and outside-of-school activities. There was not much 

need for instruction about vocations in this school because 

90 per cent of the pupils went on to senior high school. 

However, the field was surveyed in a. unit towards the end 

of the ninth grade. This awakened new interests and pro- 
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vided a time when pupils could become famili:r with senior 

high school courses and plan their programs for three years. 

In order to accumulate more uniform records of each 

pupil, the principal was planning a new complete record 

sheet. He considered the te.chers would use the informA- 

tion more readily than they were using the existing folders 

with their miscellaneous collections. 

The Home Economics Rooms. The home economics depart- 

ment consisted of two widely separEted laboratories. The 

foods laboratory was the larger of the two but was old- 

fashioned in the arrangement of equipment compared with o- 

thers visite. There were five work tables with space and 

equipmont for four pupils at each. The sinks were in sepa- 

rEte tables nd there were only three between the five u- 

nits. 1J1 the ranges were electric, some new and some old. 

Only two of them were placed near work tables. The other 

three were together against one wall of the room. Beyond 

one end of the laboratory was an attractive family-size 

dining room. Beside the dining room &nd opening both into 

it and the foods laboratory was an unused pantry. The lb- 

oratory had plenty of storae space without this. It could 

have been finished as a unit kitchen to be used in connec- 

tion with the dining room. 

The clothing laboratory was too small and the equip- 

ment was cramped for space. There were eight work tables 

arranged in pairs together and eìht machines. There was 



also a liberal supply of drawers for the pupils' equipment. 

Since the classes were never over 20, the equipment was 

ample, but the limited space mde workin conditions diffi- 

cult. 

The Homemakin; Courses. As mentioned in the &eneral 

description, the homemaking courses were required in each 

grade. The ninth ßrade girls had three hour periods a week 

while the seventh and eighth 6rade girls had only two. 

There were two te&chers In the deprtnent, and each taucht 

half the girls for half the year. The classes then chan6ed 

units from foods or clothing and were with the other teacher 

for the second half of the year. At the time of the visit 

the teacher in the foods laboratory had six sections of 

eighth grade girls on Tuesdays and Thursdays and half the 

ninth grade, also six sections on Mondays, Wednesdays, and 

Fridays. The teacher in the clothing labor:tory had all 

the seventh 5rade girls on Tuesdays and Thursdays and the 

other half of the ninth grade girls on the other three days. 

Some ninth grade girls who had come to the school from coun- 

try lmentary schools and had had no homemak1n in the se- 

venth or eighth grades were given an extra three periods, 

makin;, six periods a wek for them insteLd of three. 

The teachers seemed to be rushed with classes. One 

would scarcely finish before the next group appeared. 

However, when it is remembered that all the Tuesday and 

Thursday groups were the same for the six periods and all 



but one of the Monday, Wednesday, and Friday groups were 

doing the same work, the programs do not seem so strenuous. 

The exception to the last groups was the class of ninth 

grade girls who were new to the school. With such an ar- 

rangement as just described the two techrs had one pre- 

paration a day on two days of the week and two preparations 

on the remaining three days. 

The cafeteria, in a shop across the street from the 

school, was supervised by the teacher in the foods labora- 

tory. She said that it took considerable time to check ac- 

counts and make out reports as required for the receiving 

of federal funds. None of the homemakin classes were 

linked in any way with cafeteria actIvities. 

The units included for the seventh and eighth grade 

classes were the same as Elementary Homemaking (Appendix 2) 

with the one on Child Development omitted and short units 

on Mending, Personal Laundry and Stain Removal included 

inste.d. 

The ninth grade units were Foods nd Health, Construe- 

ti.on and Care of Clothing, and Knitting. The problems were 

closely linked with the girls' abilities and needs. 

The home project type of work was not used. The tea- 

chers considered their own schedules and the pupils' days 

were too full to leave time for this phase of homemaking 

education. One may well question whether it would not be 

better to offer homemaking to fewer groups in order tht 



the teachers might spend more time in supervision of home 

projects and in visiting homes. 

When asked about the emphasis placed on home econo- 

mics, the principal said he had made it required for all 

girls because he believed interest followed skill. The 

better a girl could do a thing the better she liked it, and 

this was very important for seventh, eighth, and ninth 

grade girls. 

The Senior High School 

The senior hih school is farther from town than Wood- 

row Wilson. It is an old, three-storied building with 41 

classrooms besides the gymnasium. Plans have been drawn 

for a new high Bchool because the accommodations of this 

one are not adequate. 

The enrollment with over 100 more girls than boys to- 

tailed 1045. There were no rural school buses, but the 

fact that there were 533 tuItion pupils ttendin the two 

senior high schools from 1943-44 gives an idea of the pro- 

portion of country pupils. 

Nineteen men and 19 women made up the faculty. There 

was a Dean of Boys and a Dean of (3-iris, and two of the tea- 

chers were in the honie economics depsrtment. 

Reports and records made for each pupil were chiefly 

in regard to attendance and scholastic progress. Several 

small cards were used for separate subjects. The permanent 
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record card was not more than six inches by eight inches 

and had compact spaces for a summary of the data from all 

the other cards. 

The students' registration bulletin listed over 70 

semester classes under ten depLrtments from which electives 

might be chosen. The juniors and seniors were also permit- 

ted to schedule some classes at the Vocational School. Re- 

quired subjects distributed throughout the three y-jars in- 

cluded socisl living, biology, physical education, iì1ish, 

U.S. 3overnment and history, socio-economic problems and 

senior counsel1in. Students were expected to take at 

least five subjects a de-y. The sixth period was to be used 

as a study hail period unless the pupil was above average 

ability, when a sixth subjct miBht be scheduled. 

The Board of Education for Eugene Public Schools had 

recently fixed additional requirements for graduation that 

had a definite bearing on the preparation of the students 

for participation in the war effort. They first applied to 

the juniors and seniors of 1943-44. These pupils on radu- 

ating had to have completed two pre-induction courses. 

These courses were of vocational nature. At the senior 

high school any two years of commercial work, home econo- 

mics, agriculture, or shop, Including drawing or art, would 

give credit for one pre-inductlon course. Lny three years 

of the first four mentioned gave credit for two pre-induc- 

tion courses. Classes ¿it the Vocational School were also 
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given credit. These requirements had the same aim as the 

Victory Corps courses provided at Jane Addams and the Girls' 

Polytechnic. 

The Home Economics Rooms. Originally the rooms of' the 

home economics department were together on the third floor, 

but the foods laboratory hd since been moved to the lower 

floor baside the cafeteria to facilitate supervision of 

both kitchens by one tcL.cher. The foods laboratory was ad- 

equately equipped, but the arrangement did not permit en- 

tirely efficient work. The light in the room was dim be- 

cause lt w.s cut off from direct sunlight and there were no 

bright surroundings to reflect light. They missed the din- 

ing nook that had been part of the laboratory when upstairs. 

Another classroom was used for discussion and planning work. 

The clothing laboratory was spacious well-lighted 

room with equipment a little more elaborate than that in 

the majority of clothin laboratories visited. There were 

six large work tables and nine sewing mchinas. Five of 

the machines were electric and one of them had an attach- 

ment for making buttonholes. Openln off each end of the 

labortory was another smaller room. The room at one end 

was used for fitting, pressing and storage and was equipped 

with an ironing-board, irons and full-length mirrors. The 

room at the other end mi5ht be described as a living area. 

It had built-in wardrobes, pressin equipment, a large ta- 

ble, four of the sewing machines, a figure analysis frame, 
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a davenport, an armchair, and an all-over carpet on the 

floor. The arrangement mde for a friendly yet di;nif led 

and restful atmosphere such as becomes the study of dress 

desi, clothln construction or interior decoration. 

The Homemaking Courses. The students' bulletin out- 

lined the fol1owin home economics classLs: Homemaking 10, 

Homemaking 11, Ldvanced Foods, Adv.nced C1othin, Tai1orin, 

md Cafeteria Management. Homemakln 10 and 11 were whole 

year courses, while the others were just for half a year. 

The only class a sophomore miit take was Homemaking 10. 

The units for this were the same as those listed under Home- 

making Two in Appendix 2. Homemaking 11, planned for juni- 

ors and seniors, Included some of the same units as Home- 

makin3 10 but with different emphasis and problems. In ad- 

dition, the units of Advanced Homemaking (see Appendix 2) 

were included. 

The advanced classes listed were specialized ones 

which concentrated on the skills and tchniques of the 

field. Homemaking 10 end 11 were pre-requisites. 

As for the teachers' schedules, they both had one free 

period during the day, and the foods tea.cher had one period 

in the cafeteria when there was no class. They both had 

three preparations per day and their classes ranged from li 

to 27. The clothing teacher taught units on Consumer Buy- 

Ing end House Furnishing besides all aspects of clothing 

work, while the foods teacher included the units on Child 
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Development, Money Management and Family Relationships 

besides all the foods work. 

For some years in the past the students had organized 

each year a play school to 5am practical experience with 

children, but this practice was discontinued when the nur- 

ery school started at the Vocational School. The girls 

now go over there to observe and help. 

Home projects had not been emphasized during the past 

few years. To do justice to such work there was need for 

another teacher and a means of travel for home visiting. 

Since the department was not reimbursed, there was no 

readily available fund to cover travelling expenses. 

The feature of the whole department tht gre.tly im- 

pressed the writer was the clothing work. The instruction 

given wc.s interestingly challenging for cil the girls and 

fitted their age and ability. Too often in other schools 

the atmosphere of junior and senior classes was not one of 

industry. Everything the Eugene girls did showed good 

quality workmanship as well as expressing consideration for 

the appropriateness of the desi and color. The girls 

were always greatly encouraged by the success that attended 

their efforts. One could sens the growth that was taking 

place. 
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LEBJNON í5CHOOL DISTRICT 

As mentioned in the A1bny case study, LebLnon is in 

Linn county, one of the more spzrse1y populated districts 

visited. It is almost due east of Corvallis but the con- 

nectin route goes through J].bany, a tot.1 distance of a- 

bout 25 miles. At the time 01' the 1940 census Lebanon had 

a poculation of 2729, but it has more than doubled that 

fire since then. In the heart of a great stand of v1rin 

timber, Lebanon has entered a period of rapid growth, the 

result of loin and allied activity. No fewer than 20 

mills have started in the surrounding districts durin& the 

past five years. 

The hih school is a first class six-year high school 

and had an enrollment of 670 with between 80 and 150 in 

each 5rade. Approximately 120 upils came to school by bus 

for distances ranging from two to 20 miles. i4any students 

came in privato cars, and others were boarded. in banon 

while they attended school. Jdtoether there were about 

260 tuition pupils. 

A very unexpected feature in the organization of the 

school was the early time schedule. The classes started at 

8:14 .A.M. and closed t 2:56 P.r.:. AithouSh it meant that 

many pupils coming lon distances were leaving home short- 

ly after 6 A.Ii., the principal felt that the Í'armin corn- 

munity preferred these hours. arly rising was no hardship 
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for farm families, and boys and girls could do much to help 

with the farm work if they arrived home from school ecrl1- 

er in the afternoon. 

It was unfortunate that the school had no cafeteria. 

There was a real need for one when pupils left home so ear- 

ly in the morning, but the school was expanding in other 

directions and had no room for a cafeteria. 

The courses provided t the school were clearly lis- 

ted in a registration bulletin for students. Only re- 

quired subjects were offered to the seventh and eighth 

grades. The ninth grade pupils could elect two subjocts; 

the tenth and eleventh, three; and the twelfth grade, four 

subjects. 3.rades seven, eight and nine were expected to 

carry six subjects, but in the upper grades one study per- 

iod and five subjects might be scheduled. For this study 

lt is not necessary to list the subjects for the six grades; 

it is sufficient to say that the general program was very 

like that in other schools, and glish, physical education, 

social studies and U.S. History and Government were some 

of the chief required subjects included. 

It was interesting to read a mimeographed bulletin, 

distributed among the faculty, outlining their ideals for 

a philosophy of education in wartime. 1ot only was the 

general philosophy adjusted to keep abreast with wartime 

emphasis, but pre-induction courses made up a large part 

of the curriculum. Several workshops had been et up in 
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separate buildings around the school. The machine shop was 

probably the most advanced, s orders for machine parts re- 

quired in wartime production were beine filled. 

The faculty consisted of seven men and 16 women. There 

was a Dean of goys and a Dean of Girls to cope with student 

cotmsellin, and there was one home economics teacher. 

The Home Economics Rooms. The home economics depart- 

ment was in a bui1din apart from the main school. The 

rooms were the full width of the bui1din so had windows 

aloh the two lone sides. On the whole it was very satis- 

factory to have the whole department as a separate unit; 

the main disadvantage was heatin5 facilities, as the de- 

partment had to use stoves in each laboratory for that pur- 

pose. Both rooms had separate entrances from the outside 

but were connected by a central archway inside. 

The foods laboratory was the larger of the two rooms 

and, so far as the equipment was concerned, miht be des- 

cribed as half new and half old. On one side of' the room 

were four of the old type work tables with one sink, in a 

separate table against the wall, between them. The other 

side of the room was finished as three unit kitchens. There 

were four large electric stoves situated close to the unit 

kitchens but shared by ir1s workin at the other tables. 

The drawers and cupboards of the unit kitchens had been 

poorly planned so the techer was waitin3 till all the need- 

ed improvements had been exposed before consenting to have 



the rest of the room made over. 

The laboratory ws used considerably for preparing 

meals or refreshments for meetings of school groups and 

the faculty. The service was always done in the clothing 

laboratory or classroom, as it was more frequently called. 

The partition between the two rooms was fairly wide 

because it supported built-in wardrobes nd storage cup- 

boards on the clothinß laboratory side. The sides of the 

connectinß archway had bulletth boards fixed to the wall. 

The clothing laboratory had four lar5e work tables 

arranged as a hollow rectangle with a passage-way going 

diagonally from one corner to another. Chairs were ar- 

ranged around theoutside of the rectangle. Four of the 

seven machines were electric. Under the windowb on one 

side of the room was a row of four cupboards with pigeon- 

holes for students' sewin:. The top of these cupboards 

made a very convenient and attractive display ledge. Fur- 

ther space for displays was provided by an alcove in one 

half of the dividing partition. Students are always in- 

terested in this type of activity nd there is much for 

them to learn in disDlayin articles effectively and artis- 

tically. 

On the whole the department was very convenient for 

the uses that were being made of it, but should there be 

an increase in the number of girls takin homemaking after 

the war, adjustments would be necessary to permit the use 



of both rooms at once by two teachers. During the class- 

work observed there was free movement between the rooms. 

The Homemaking Courses. Three years of homemakin ed- 

ucation were offered starting with the ninth grade. Only 

the first year course was required, and the majority of 

the girls scheduled it while in the ninth grade. However, 

there were a few who did not and had to take it in the 

tenth grade. The proportion of girls scheduling home eco- 

nomics in the sophomore, junior and senior years was lower 

than at the majority of other schools (see Table V). The 

principal considered the smaller humbers were due to the 

existence of new pre-induction courses to which the girls 

were admitted. 

As was the case in other schools, the units finally 

included for the course of any grade depended on the stu- 

dents' selection. In this department the teacher did not 

even present a tentative program to start the pupils' dis- 

cussion. It all developed from a listin on the blackboard 

of all the things they wanted to learn. The program for 19- 

43-44 included for Home Economics I, in the ninth grade, 

units on The Girl and Her Home, Foods, Clothing, ijoying 

Small Children, and The Girl and Her Friends. Home Economics 

II included Food Preservation, Nutrition and Food Prepara- 

tion, Clothin and Child c3-uidance. Home Economics III for 

juniors and seniors included units on The Livable Home, d- 

vanced Clothing, Consumer Buying, Child Development, in- 
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cludin Play School, and Manaement for Family Liv1n. 

Comparison of these units and those in Appendix 2 

shows many to coincide, so that, althoußh the Dupils start 

by 1istin all their desired learnin.s, they can usually be 

grouped under general headings common to the different 

grade levels in the different departments. 

Lebanon Home Economics Department had never organized 

a play school but were Dlanning to have on in the spring of 

1944. Fifty dollars had been donated to them by a commer- 

cial firm for the purchase of equipment, so that was a good 

beginning. 

Home projects were carried on to a certain extent. 

The pupils were only required to write their plan of work 

for a project because the teacher thought that too much 

writinc; lessened their interest in the work. Home visit- 

ing WaS difficult; many of the pupils lived a distance out 

of town. Although the department was reimbursed, the fact 

that the teacher did not have a car made it difficult for 

her to use travel funds. She used a bicycle for some vi- 

sits. Frequently she was invited to spend a week-end at 

homes that were many miles out. On such occasions she 

would travel in the school bus. The extra two weeks at 

the be,1nning and end of the school year gave her more time, 

and she estimated that she visittd the majority of her pu- 

pils' homes at least once a year. At the same time many 

projects were done at home and never seen by the teacher. 
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A further handicap to the development of the program was 

the lack of conference periods for pupils and teacher. 

There need to be times when they can Set together for con- 

ferences on personal problems. The bulk of the discussion 

on home projects had to be handled during a class period. 

This department was the only one from which the writer 

received a report on recent adult classes. The home econo- 

mics teacher had conducted a unit of six lessons, on cloth- 

in5 construction, during November and December of 1943. 

They were a follow-up of classes that had been started by 

the itinerant teacher in 1942-43. The latter had offered 

units in foods and nutrition, and the classes had met in 

the foods laboratory one afttrnoon a week. The c1othin 

classes met between eiht and ten in the evening but usual- 

ly found it hard to stop once they were started, and they 

seldom finished until after 11 P.M. The teacher considered 

the work too strenuous to follow a full day's work. 

The Lebanon case study presented a picture of home- 

making educ; tion for high proportion of country girls and 

in that respect was a little different from many of the o- 

thers. The picture was enriched by the study at Philomth. 

The principal at Lebanon said they had presented homemaking 

courses to seventh and eighth grade girls in years past 

but they had not been successful. He wondered if it might 

not be a good idea to make the courses required in the 

twelfth grade rather than the ninth. The senior girls were 
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more nearly ready to out their 1erninc into practice. A 

high percentage of them et married shortly after leaving 

school. 
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OREGON CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 

Oregon city, a town in Clackamas county, is 13 miles 

south of Portland. At the tinie of the last census the town 

had a population of 6124, but it has increased considerably 

since the war because of the growth in industries there and 

in Portland. 

The high schools are of the first class and are orga- 

nized e35 a junior Ìügh with grades seven, e1ht and nine and 

a senior high with grades ten, eleven and twelve. The two 

schools are close together, and, although there is much 

linking of their programs, they have separate faculties. 

DurIng 1942-43, with a total enrollment of 815, the 

schools had 302 tuition pupils. There are many families 

residing on ecreages in the county so the pupils come from 

homes scattered over a wide area. For the senior high 

school alone there were 250 pupIls comin by bus for dis- 

tances ranging from two to 20 miles. 

There Is only one homemaking department and it is sit- 

uated in the senior hi,h school. On that account only one 

day was scheduled for visiting the school, but another 

could have been spent with much profit. The general ob- 

servations about the schools and their courses were 11m!- 

ted, and the junior high school was not visited at all. 

The senior h1h school had a total enrollment of 569 

pupils with between 20 and 40 more girls than boys in each 
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grade. The staff consisted of eight men and 15 women. 

i students' bulletin provided information about all 

the courses offered. Required subjects included iglish 

for four years, gymnasium and health for the first three, 

history and government for the juniors, and economic prob- 

lems for the seniors. The inclusion of ninth grade sched- 

uling In the senior bulletin was probably a measure to 

link the programs of the two schools in the pupils' minds. 

In their guidance program there existed one thing 

the writer had. been looking for throughout the whole study; 

though possibly it was done In other places too, this was 

the first mention of it. As In other schools some time 

during the spring term was devoted to planning school 

courses for the next year. AU pupils from the final term 

of the eighth grade to the juniors were concerned with 

this. The interesting observation, pointed out by the 

principal, was that during forecasting home economics 

courses were subjected to much propaganda, with the result 

that, although they were elective, approximately 90 per 

cent of the ninth grade girls and 64 per cent of the tenth 

grEde ones scheduled the classes. 

So far as pupil records were concerned, the principal 

believed in collecting as little material as possible since 

the work needed. two full-time counsellors, one for the girls 

and one for the boys. It was impossible to secure counsel- 

lors so the records were seldom used and the efforts were 
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scarcely justified. Vocational guidance was left to the 

class teachers. They could point out the possibilities in 

their own subjects. 

The Home Economics Rooms. The home economics depart- 

ment w.s quite extensive and provided facilities for near- 

ly all phases of homemkin educ.t1on. ill rooms were to- 

gether on the upper floor of the school. There were two 

laboratories with an apartment in between and another class 

room across the passage for discussion and p1annin work. 

The apartment was more spacious than any other of its kind 

seen. It included a comfortably furnished bedroom with 

double bed and built-in clothes closet, a roomy, well- 

equipped bcthroom, an attractive dining-livin5 room with 

compact kitchenette and n entrance vestibule with clothes 

closet. 

The foods laboratory was a large room with work ta- 

bies, equipment and desks for 24 girls. The desks, which 

had tables and seats combined, were not as flexible as 

small tables and chairs would have been. They were grouped 

in the front of the laboratory. The work units were ar- 

ranged in three rows with two units in each. Each work u- 

nit provided a 1are work table with cupboards and drawers 

on twc sides, a double sink and 1are electric rane for 

four ir1s so were similar to those in other departments. 

Folding tables were used in the dining room of the apart- 

ment for meal service. 



The clothing laboratory, on the other side of the a- 

partment, was somewhat cramped. The work tables were ar- 

ranged in rows with no central aisle, and the machines were 

along two sides of the room under the windows. The other 

room, which was a regular classroom with desks, blackboard 

end teacher's desk, allowed for expansion of the department 

to cope with variations in the number of pupils taking home 

economics. 

The cafeteria, which was in the basement, was a labo- 

ratory for one class. There were hired women responsible 

for the work, and one of the home economics techers was 

resoonsible for the management. She tauht an elective 

class in cafeteria management. 

The Homernakin Courses. Homemaking classes were of- 

fered to girls from the eighth grade up. They were required 

in the eighth grade, but th classes were for two periods a 

week only. As mentiond in the eneral description of the 

school, the principal estimated that about 90 per cent of 

the ninth grode girls scheduled the course. An exact per- 

centae cannot be given since figures for the enrollment in 

the junior high grades were not obtained. The percentage 

of girls taking the tenth, eleventh and twelfth grade cour- 

ses were 64, 15.5 and three respectively. Observations were 

not sufficiently detailed to provide data for a sound ex- 

planation for the lack of interest among juniors and se- 

niors. 
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Elementary Homemakin; for the e1hth rde was an in- 

troduction to basic skills. None of the units were named 

the same as those under lementary Homemakin5 in Appendix 2 

but they included many of the same learnins. The names 

used were Introduction to Foods and Nutrition, He1pin Mo- 

ther t Home, C1othin and Care of' Children. 

Homemakin I and II for the ninth 5rade were a corn- 

bination of the units common to Homemaklnß One and Two in 

Îppendix 2. The work included Clothing' Construction, Nu- 

trition and Food Preparation, Child Care and Etiquette. 

To enlarge on work coverod by some girls in the eighth 

grade, many variations of a standard recipe or principle 

were introduced. 

Homemaking III and IV covered the same general field 

of subject matter as Homemakin I and II with Family Rela- 

tionships instead of tiquette. The students, under teach- 

er guidance, planned the content of the course and ¿eneral- 

ly followed up the units which were featured durin3 their 

previous year. 

Homemaking V and VI were the same as Advanced Home- 

makin in Appendix 2, except that short units on make-over 

garments and nutrition were also included. 

Cafeteria Management was open for all girls who had 

had two years of homemaking courss. Besides large quantity 

food preparation and service the students studied public 

relationships, menu lanning, food buying, budgeting, book- 



keeping, health, and sanitation as they appi 

tena anaement. At the time of this study 

two periods dunn: which one of the te.ehers 

vise activities in the cafeteria and he had 

students in each period. 

There were three hoìncmakin techers in 

i: 

ed to cafe- 

there were 

had to super- 

groups of four 

the department; 

two were listed on the senior hih faculty and one in the 

junior. One of the two on the senior staff was recognized 

as the supervisor. All three teachers had the first period 

in the morning free for conferences, and the supervisor had 

the last period in the afternoon free too. The teLcher lis-. 

ted on the junior faculty had five sections of ninth grade 

homemakinS so that meant one preparation per day unless the 

groups were sta5gered with their work to make her daily 

program more interesting. If such was the case, it only 

concerned daily lessons because the whole class was working 

on the same unit. The supervisor had four sections of 

tenth grade homemaking all on a clothing construction unit 

at the time of the visit. 

The third teacher had three preparations per day be- 

cause she had two sections of eighth grade homemaking, two 

cafeteria groups and one class of junior and senior home- 

making. Although her daily schedule appeared to entail 

more preparation than the other teachers had, her weekly 

schedule was lighter. She only had two eighth grade pre- 

parations per week because those girls only had two per- 
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jods of homemaking. Two sections came to class on Tues- 

days and Thursdays, and two other sections came on Wednes- 

days and Fridays. The periods were free for conferences, 

preparation or cafeteria report on Mondays. The cafeteria 

gxoups were small, and their work synchronized with the 

general cafeteria activities so the teacher planned for both 

at the same time. 

The cafeteria manager was also responsible for the 

serving of other large quantity meals to students, faculty 

or visitors. The home economics teachers were often called 

on to assist with school functions, and the supervisor of 

the department estimated that they devoted about 200 hours 

per year to this work. 

All classes were provided opportunity for experience 

with young children through the organizing of a play school 

during the spring. The visual aid room ws utilized for 

the purpose. The ninth grade girls cared for the equip- 

ment, the tenth grade diecussed child development and ob- 

served the children's activities, and the juniors and se- 

niors were responsible for the organizing of the play school 

and the care of the children. The children coming to the 

play school were from homes contacted by the home economics 

pupils. 

So far as home practice and home projects were con- 

cerned, there was more scope for the former during war 

years. Girls had to help more in their homes because tre- 
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quently their mothers were working in essential industries. 

It was easy for them to parallel school work with home 

practice or home 3ctivltles with school study. Teachers' 

home visits had been reduced in number because parents were 

away from their homes more. 

Many of the outstanding conditions governing homemak- 

Ing education in Oregon City schools have been outlined in 

this description, but one interesting observation has been 

omitted: that was the enthusiasm of the principal and su- 

perintendent for the courses. They consider there w.s no 

other course in high school education that was of so much 

service to the community. The principal estimted they 

would lose 15 per cent of the girls 1f the courses were 

not provided. They were planning to offer classes to boys 

durIng 1944-45. Much praise was given the teachers for 

their earnest endeavours to coordinate the learnings in 

their department with those in other departments in the 

school, and for their readiness to cooperate in school ac- 

tivities. 
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PHILOMATH SCHOOL DISTRICT 

Philomath, with a population nearin5 900, was the 

smallest town included In this study. It is about six miles 

northwest of Corvallis and is the center of a timber mill- 

Ing district. 

The Philomath High School is a small, two-storied, 

brick building about 33 years old. It Is a four-year high 

school of the second class and had an enrollment of 112 

for the 1943-44 school year. All but the ninth grade had 

more girls than boys. 

Two school buses conveyed 38 of the pupils for dis- 

tances ranging from two to 17 miles. This is of special 

significance when considering the home project work done 

in connection with the homemaking courses. 

Besides the principal there were five women on the 

staff. One was a full time home economics teacher. 

Although the school was a smaller building and the en- 

roilment was less than at any other school visited, the e- 

quipment and educational facilities were not corresponding- 

ly reduced. There was a very good library with approximate- 

ly 1700 books. The program of studies was enriched by of- 

fering some electives one year and different ones the next, 

then altern&.ting. 

The students were usually required to take four sub- 

sects, one study hail end one physical education period per 

day. Their schedules were the same for the whole year. - 
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ßlish was offered for four years and required for three. 

Physic:1 education W5 required for three years. Home eco- 

nomics was offered for four years but required for the 

freshmen only. Other required subjects distributed through 

the four grades were orientation, mathematics, biology, U. 

S. History and sociology. 

All grades were given zn intelligence test once in two 

years, but no other standardized tests were administered. 

The general records on each pupil were limited, and the 

principal did not consider there was a need for guidance 

with regard to school courses or vocations. No electives 

were offered till the sophomore year, and by that time the 

pupils knew what the courses were about and which they 

ted to take. On leaving school the girls usually go itito 

homemaking and the boys into timber milling or agriculture. 

irin: wartime many of the boys were ready to go into the 

army on leaving school. Although the school and township 

are close to Oregon State college, very few of the pupils 

went on to college. 

The principal and the home economics teacher both 

stressed the need for some community activities for the stu- 

dents. After school was closed in the afternoon, there was 

nothing for them to do and no place where they could meet 

for playing activities. 

The Home Economics Rooms. The home economics depart- 

ment was the freshest and most attractive part of the school. 
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It consisted of two adjacent rooms on the main floor and 

occupied about a quarter of the school bu1ldin. The rooms 

had a long wall in common and were connected by a double 

glass door. Both had separate entrances from the main hail 

of the school. 

The foods laboratory had &ccomrnodation for 18 pupils, 

but the work units were not as compact as in some depart- 

ments. The sinks and ranges were not connected with the 

work tables. However, they were placed so that more than 

one group could use them conveniently. There were two med- 

jum-sized new electric stoves nd one enamel-finished wood 

stove. The laboratory part of the foods department occu- 

pied about two thirds of the room. The other third was 

furnished with dining tables and chairs, bookcase and side- 

board. There was also a smaller dining table with four 

chairs in the center of the room. These dining units were 

further marked off from the rest of the room with linoleum 

squares on the floor. 

Opening off one end of' the foods laboratory was a small 

room, probably meant for storage. The teacher and students 

were gradually equipping it as a home nursing unit. They 

had a bed and small chest of drawers and were busy painting 

and making furnishings. 

The clothing laboratory was about the same size as the 

foods laboratory. Approximately one third of this room was 

furnished as a living roan unit with davenport, arm chair, 
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two small tables, piano, bookcase and linoleum square on 

the floor. In the rest of the room there were four work 

tables and chairs and five machines besides the teacher's 

desk, bookcases and file. The tables were usually ar 

ranged In a U-shape with the chairs around the outer 

edge. With this arrangement they were convenient for cut- 

ting-out work or for discussions. 

The small room openinR off the lounge end of the 

clothing laboratory was used for a fitting and storage 

room. It was equipped with a cupboard for illustrative ma- 

terial, a rod for hanging clothes and a long mirror. 

Any visitor could not help but be impressed with the 

attractiveness of the whole depart:ient and its ideal fa- 

cilities for a smaller country school. The pupils would 

find many Ideas in the furniture and arrangements they 

could carry over at home. 

The Homemaking Courses. AB stated in the general de 

scription, homemaking was offered for the tour grades of 

girls, and since the school was small, there was not more 

than one section from any grade. It is interesting to note 

that the percentages of girls taking home economics at 

each grade level in this school were probably second only 

to those in Jane Addams. Definite percentages were not ob- 

tained for each grade at Jane Addams, but the principal es- 

timated that 90 per cent of all the girls there took home- 

making. At Philomath 100 per cent of the ninth grade girls, 
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94 per cent of the tenth grade, 57 per cent of the ele- 

venth and 72 per cent of the twelfth grade ir1s were tak-' 

in5 homemaking courses. further observation was th.t 

52 per cent of the seniors had taken homemakinS through 

all their years at high school. A1thouh the pro5ram of 

studies in this smaller school did not present many other 

courses that were In competition with homemaking, in the 

writer's estimation much of the credit for the high per- 

centaSes is due to the teacher's provision of work that was 

so satisfying to the ir1s. 

The six periods of the teacher's daily schedule were 

taken up with one section each of the four homemaking cour- 

ses and two conference periods for student teachers. 

The description of student teachln6 in Albany Senior 

HiE1 School is adequate for the work t Philomath. The 

home economics teacher at Philomath lived in Corvallis and 

furnished transportation for the student teachers. To cope 

with this she had to come to Corvallis for lunch every day 

in order to bring the morning student teacher back and take 

out a different one for the afternoon. 

The units to be included in each course were largely 

decided by each class at their first meeting. The teacher 

presented a tentative outline, and they changed the items 

or time schedule to suit the needs of the majority. 

Homemaking I for the ninth grade girls Included the 

units in Elementary Homemaking and Homemaking One (Bee Ap- 
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pendix 2). They were not always named the same but covered 

approximately the same work. One unit included and not 

listed in these sections was Personality Development. 

Homemakin II for the tenth grade was the same as Home- 

making Two in the Appendix with units also on Moving from 

one Place to Another and on Textiles. 

Homemaking III was the same as Advanced Homemaking plus 

a special unit on Social and Personal Relations. 

Homemaking IV was almost entirely special units. Cos- 

turne Desiz,n, Patternmakin5, Tailoring, Nutrition and OEar- 

dening, with food preservation in mind, &dets, iestions 

on Marriage, Home Mechanics, ìtertainin and Etiquette 

and Money Management were included. The Home vIechanics 

course was scheduled for five weeks and was to provide an 

opportunity for the senior boys to take a homemaking course. 

The school lunch program, while not under the direct 

supervision of the home economi.cs teacher, required her 

assistance. A 8alad and a hot dish, which was sometimes a 

hot beverage, is supplied to supplement the pupilst lun- 

ches. They know the menus ahead and bring sandwiches to 

suit. Each pupil pays ten cents a day for the salad and 

hot dish together. They are prepared in the foods labora- 

tory, and the students eat their lunches at the work tables 

in the clothing laboratory. Two students spend the last 

period of the morning preparing the food. The pupils all 

take turns at the preparation. The home economics teacher 
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ohecks their menus, collects the supplies from town and 

keeps the accounts. The supplementary lunch is provi- 

ded from November through March. 

During the latter part of the spring term the junior 

home economics girls organize a play school, while the 

freshmen and sophomores observe the children. The play 

school included about eight children, and whether they 

came in the morning or the afternoon depended on the sche- 

duling of the junior class. 

As in other schools no adult classes w3re organized be- 

cause the parents seemed too busy. However, the teacher, 

student teacher or senior pupils who were available at the 

time did not fail to use the opportunity for interesting or 

helping those parents who brought children to the play 

school. Frequently the parents waited to take the chil- 

dren home. 

One of the most strongly emphasized features of the 

program for homemaking education in this department was the 

home project. In this probably lay one of the secrets of 

the teacher's success. She visited the homes of every one 

of her pupils at least twice a year and sometimes more 

frequently. Of the 38 pupils coming to school by bus, 21 

were girls so home visiting was not always an easy task. 

Fortunately the teacher had a car and travelling expenses 

were refunded. The student teacher frequently accompanied 

her. Visits were made after school or on Saturdays. The 
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teacher, beine in a reimtirsed department, had the extra 

two weeks in the spring and fall during which to make more 

visits. 

The pupils usually arran5eí a visiting time th&.t was 

suitable to their parents and would be helpful for a pro- 

ject. Any reader at all familiar with homemaking education 

will readily appreciate the tremendous value of such a corn- 

prehensive home visiting program. It afforded opportunity 

not only for the teacher to better understand her pupila 

it also for her to make friends with the parents, to give 

them helpful suggestions on home problems if necessary and. 

to enlist their cooperation in their daughters' education. 

Of great value also was the friendly atmosphere that 

usually developed between the teacher and pupils. 
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PORTLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT 

Portland is the largest city of' the State of Oregon 

and had a population of over 305,000 in 1940. Since the 

war the population has increased many thousands on account 

of increased industrial activity, especially shipbui1din. 

Port1ind is in Multnornah County in almost the northwest 

corner of the state. This county has the smallest area, 

424 square miles, end the largest pou1ation of any of the 

counties (see Table IX). 

There are 15 high schools in the Portland area, and 

all but two of them are four-year high schools. Of the 15 

three are technical schools, two are special six-year 

schools, and the remainder are regular co-educatioimi ac- 

demic high schools. The schools selected for this study 

were one of the technical schools and the special six- 

year school for girls known respectively as The Girls' 

Polytechnic High School and Jene Addams High School. 

Family Life Education is required of all girls in the 

seventh nd eighth grades in Portland elementary schools. 

They meet twice a week, each meeting covering two periods 

of 80 minutes. This makes a total of 160 minutes of work 

for the week. The teachers found the 80 minute period a 

very good length for girls of that age. All units out- 

lined for the seventh, eighth and ninth grades could be 

grouped under those in Elementary Homemaking and Homemaking 
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One in the Appendix and include all the units in these two 

courses. The Director of Family Life Education and her 

teachers are working on a plan to reorganize the curricula. 

The girls were required to supply their own food materials 

for the food preparation lessons. This plan is not approv- 

ed by the Director and teachers and they desire to furnish 

all supnlies from school funds as soon as possible. 

The aim of all the eduction program for the tenth, 

eleventh and twelfth grade pupils in Portland high schools 

was to have them realize responsibilities of citizenship 

in relation to expanding horizons. Family Life Education 

was part of the curriculum, and some emphasis was placed on 

the home in the community Although the units were not 

named the same, they covered the same phases as those in 

Homemaking One and No and Advanced Homemaking in the Ap- 

pendix. 

The writer had opportunity to pay short visits to the 

homemaking departments in OErant High School E.nd Alameda 

Elementary School, but time did not permit a complete sur- 

vey of these schools. Four days were spent visiting Jane 

Addams and the G-irist Polytechnic. The first visit to Jane 

Addains was made in November, 1943. 

Jane Addams High School 

Jane Addams was situated on the west side of Portland 

in a block adjacent to the Administration Building of the 
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Portland School Board. A mentioned before, it IB a six- 

year high school for girls cud has much to offer all pupils 

from the seventh through the twelfth grades. Since one of 

its chief functions is t.o provide helpful education to 

ir1s who are maladjusted, those wishing to start in the 

seventh or e1hth grades must have permission from the De- 

partment of Research of the Portland School Board. All 

51r16 who have spent one year in the eighth grade may en- 

ter with or without fulfilling the requirements for the 8B 

Diploma. 

For th school year 1943-44 the enrollment was 325 

girls with between 50 and 60 in each of the six grades. 

The ases of the pupils ranged from 14 to 21 years, which is 

two or three years older than the ae range in other schools. 

Since the school was the only one of its kind for 

girls in Portland, the homes of the pupils were scattered 

over ¿ wide area. Very few pupils were within wa1kin dis- 

tance. 

As in other public schools of this country, the 1r1s 

were not required to wear uniform dress. 

At present, due to wartime reu1ation of traffic, the 

school opens at 8:15 A.I'i. and closes at 2:30 P.ÌI. with the 

lunch hour starting at 11 A.M. The principal hopes to re- 

turn to their old time schedule of 9 A.M. to 3:30 P.1i. 

when the war is over. 

The spirit of the school is a very real expression of 
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the working out of a philosophy of freedom. There is free- 

dom for each ¿in to develop her own possibilities in her 

own way, also for her to be active in school affairs. 

There is freedom of the school from hampering requirements 

so that it may find new ways to help each girl towards 

self-understanding and self-realization. 

Courses Other Than Homemaking in the School Program. 

The school does not aim at preparing people for college but 

is interested in giving each girl a very practical educa- 

tion that will help her to earn her ovin living and to meet 

satisfactorily those situations which sooner or later en- 

ter into the lives of all women. 

In the lower division, that is, the seventh and eighth 

grades, remedial classes are given to assist girls who are 

having some difficulty in school. Remedial reading and. re- 

medial arithmetic are therefore included along with Eng1iah, 

mathematics, general science, history, social studies and 

prevocation commercial class s. Every girl at Jane Addams 

takes sorne creative work in such fields as arts and crafts, 

group singing, orchestra, oral Eiglish or dramatics. In 

the craft classes girls may learn textile weaving, cera- 

mics, wood carving, basketry, reedwork, metal work and a 

number of others. 

No class in the school is compulsory for any girl 

unless in special cases where the subject matter or train- 

ing is what the pupil needs. With pupils having wide va- 
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nations in intelligence and coming from so many different 

home and scholastic backgrounds, general programs of study 

can only be suggested for the lower division.. Beyond that 

any number of other programs may be worked out for indivi- 

dual cases. To cope with this situation every teacher 

acts as advisor to a group of pupils. As far as possible 

they are pupils she has in her classes. 

The Guidance Program. As mentioned in the general dis- 

cussions, Jane Addams appeared to have the most comprehen- 

sive guidance program of any school visited. The principal 

spent much time and effort in making the records of each 

pupil as complete as possible. The report cards provided 

space for figures and statements with regard to personal 

and scholastic development to be added each term. Anecdo- 

tal records, reports on home visits or other items of in- 

terest about home background, medical reports and attendance 

records were all collected. Standardized testing and re- 

testina WEtS part of the program. The principal thought the 

retesting w worthwhile because some decided improvements 

even in IQ scores were often shown. Although the folders 

were in the principal's desk, any teacher was permitted to 

look through them at any time. The staff never lost any 

opportunities for becoming better acquainted with pupils. 

The Home Economics Rooms. A very complete and realis- 

tic program for Family Life Education was offered. Besides 

the three-room clothing department, foods laboratory and 
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cafeteria in the main school bui1din there were a NurBery 

School and a Practice House to serve as laboratories. 

The foods laboratory was poorly arranged and equipped 

and not very attractive. The principal was planning to 

have it renovated as soon as convenient. It was adjacent 

to the cafeteria and widely separated from the clothing de- 

partment. 

The clothing department was made up of three rooms in 

a row open to one another by wide archways. The work was 

supervised by two teachers who had separate classs in the 

two end rooms. The center room had high long tables for 

cutting out garments. All concerned were not in agreement 

as to the convenience of the three-room arrangement. The 

middle one, not always being supervised, was a place where 

girls could loiter. 

The Homemaking Courses. The principal estimated that 

90 per cent of the girls took some homemaking courses. Those 

who did not schedule any had had classes at other schools. 

It is difficult to give a concise description of the 

homemakinß education program, but an outline of some of the 

pupils' weekly schedules will be helpful. 

Pupils in the seventh or eighth grades may schedule two 

periods a day, that is, ten periods a week for homemaking. 

Four of these would be used for Clothing, three for Foods, 

two for art and one for physical education. 

In the ninth grade 15 periods a week were available 
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and Social Relationships, Health, Orientation and Homemaking 

were included as well as the items mentioned for the lower 

divi sion. 

By the time a girl was in the tenth grade she could 

schedule ten or more periods but eight of them were usually 

spent in the Practice House and two in the Nursery School. 

Schedules beyond the tenth grade vary widely. The 

girls could specialize in any phase where they showed par- 

ticular ability and interest, and they tended to lose sight 

of grade designations. Beyond the eighth grade they could 

spend half their school time in homemaking educ.tion. Be- 

sides advanced work in the major areas mentioned many Vie- 

tory Corps classes were offered. These &re described more 

fully in the caso study of the Girls' Polytechnic. 

Practice House. The most valuable laboratories were 

the Practice House and Nursery School. The Practice House 

was a two-storied home next to the school. It provided a 

situation for an integrated program as described by Ivol 

Spafford: 

The classroom situation is planned pre- 

sumably to parallel more nearly the home situ- 

ation. A variety of activities is going on at 

the same time. Some studentB aay be cleaning 

the living room; others sewing . . . . One 

girl may be working with the department ac- 

counts; another acting as hostess for the day. 
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Such teaching calls for a department that 

has all the features of a home and the whole 

i 
department in use all the time. 

In the Jane Addams Practice House a c1ss was usually 

divided into three groups. One group worked in the base- 

ment with laundry, special cleaning or study. There was 

a classroom in the basement. The second group on the first 

floor were able to cook, clean, sew or renovate and rear- 

range furniture. The others, on the top floor, would be 

cleaning or redecorating, that is, painting and papering 

rooms. Besides duties connected with the house the work 

Included the laundry from the school laboratories aid the 

service of many luncheons and dinners for outside groups. 

Since these were paid for, the house was practically self- 

suptortlng. At the time of the first visit the writer was 

a guest for lunch at the Practice House and was interested 

in the skill shown by the girls in meal preparation and 

servi ce. 

The Nursery School. The nursery school, in a home 

which h&.d been adapted to suit requirements, was two blocks 

from Jane Addams. It was a large two-storied house with a 

spacious lot for accommodating outdoor playing equipment. 

The playrooms for the children were all on the first floor, 

'Spafford, Ivol, Fundamentals in Teaching Home Eeonoiics. 
p. 246. 
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but the children went upstairs to rest. The dining room, 

also use'd as a playroom, opened directly off the kitchen 

and was on the sunniest corner of the round floor. Al- 

together there were three playrooms, all easily connected 

with one another. This was an ideal arrangement for 

nursery school where there are many students to help. It 

ieant that children of different ases could be partly se- 

parated for play and students were not observin3 or carin3 

for too lar3e a group at one time. 

The nursery school was open throughout the school day 

and provided invaluable experience for both children and pu- 

pils. There is no better method for training girls in the 

care and development of young children. All homemaking pu- 

pils could have experience there preceded by a discussion 

and study unit on Child C-uidance. Their participation, era- 

ded to suit their ability and experience, included observa- 

tion, supervision of child play and routines and the pre- 

pration and service of meals. The students dined at the 

litti tables with the children dur1n the noon hour. The 

children were frequently from families connected with the 

school. 

Since it is important that pupils fully appreciate 

the significance of their observations and are of one mind 

in regard to child direction, classes in Nursery School 

Aide work paralleled their nursery school experience. 

These classes were held in one of the upstairs rooms of the 
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same buildincr,. 

In concluding this description of Jane ;-4dams High 

School, it might be observed that, although the school was 

intended to provide training for maladjusted and backward 

girls, it does this not only very effectively but also 

without attching any stigma to the pupils. In fact the 

nature of the program is such as to attract many girls 

capable of work in the regular high schools of Portland. 
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The irls' Polytechnic High School 

The Girls' Polytechnic Is a four-year high school 

for girls, and the enrollment for 1943-44 was 585. In ad- 

dition to the regular basic courses required for high school 

graduation in the state of Oreon, special training is 

provided to help girls prepare themselves for earning their 

own living and becoming future homemakers. Any girl hold- 

ing a regular eighth grade diploma may register at the 

school. 

During the interview with the principal it was learned 

that the programs of the school were going through a stage 

of transition. When the principal came to the school in 

1942, there were two main cours's, Academic and Vocation- 

al. The Academic course provided the essentials for col- 

lege entrance, and the Vocational was supposed to be giving 

training for different vocations. Actually, however, the 

latter was just a simpler academic course. Both groups of 

pupils were taking the same clasee, ¿nd the vocational 

group were allowed to pass on a lower standard. The first 

step in changing the situation was to change the name of 

the courses to Regular and Special. The name Regular was 

adopted for the academic course in order to lessen any dif- 

ferences that might be mf erred with regard to the pupils' 

academic abilities. The vocational courses are being 

called Special until they have developed sufficiently to 
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be called Vocational. 

During this transition another policy was being moor- 

porated. To prevent too early specialization, which in1ht 

occur easily in a school of this nature, the freshmen and 

sophomore years were beine devoted to required subjects. 

With pupil programs chancing at the end of every semester, 

a large number of' short courses could be required. The 

principal considered. that all academic ir1s need some home- 

mak1n and all homemakin5 and vocational girls need glish, 

arithmetic and citizenship. Two years of enera1 required 

subjects gave the pupils time to become acquainted with the 

special courses offered by the school and to analyse their 

own interests and abilities with more certainty. 

The guidance program was also undergoing development. 

The records of the pupils were very irregular in the kind 

and amount of information Included. It was interesting to 

note that the new practices were beinj. started with the ju- 

niors and seniors rather than with the freshment. This en- 

abled these girls to have the benefit of some standardized 

testing. A profile was being made of the results for each 

senior. The principal, aware of the urgent need for i tho- 

rough testin5 and guidance program in a vocational school, 

w&s in the midst of planning record cards that would in- 

clude material of optimum value. 

The Home Economics Rooms. This was about the most ex- 

tensive homemaking department visited. To give an idea of 
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the size, some of the rooms miEht be described. There 

were three large foods 1aboratorie with apartment kit- 

chens at one end of each laboratory. The laboratories had 

accommodation for approximately 24 girls and were on the 

lower floor near the practice apartment and cafeteria. The 

practice apartment contained a comfortably furnished living 

room with dining alcove, a kitchen, and a small vestibule 

with cloak and linen closets. ¡. large, well-equipped laun- 

dry was also on the lower floor. It contained concrete 

wash tubs, an electric washing machine and a drying unit. 

The floor of the laundry was finished with smooth concrete. 

Nine rooms throughout the school were finished as 

clothing rooms, though not all were being used for this pur- 

pose. They had five or six machines, one spacious buIlt- 

in wardrobe with glass doors, numerous drawers for pupils' 

equipment, an arrangement of full-length mirrors and six 

large tables in each room. 

On the main floor was a stockroom with all kinds of 

supplies needed for school use. Pils could purchase 

smaller quantities than they could at a regular store. 

This and the fact that the supplies were close to the 

classrooms were features greatly appreciated by the teach- 

ers especially in art and clothing. Students from the corn- 

merciai classes shared the supervision of the stockroom for 

practical experience. 

In two of the portables attached to the school a Ccv- 
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ernment Nursery School was being conducted. The children 

were those of working mothers so usually had to be taken 

care of all day. The school provided an excellent situation 

for students at Girls' PolytecbnÌc who wished to train as 

Nursery School Aides. 

In another portable adult classes were organized by 

the Vocational Education Supervisors of the Portland Schools. 

The school girls could attend these if their schedules 

Ellowed time. An interesting teature of the portable was 

the power sewing machine that had thus been brought into the 

school. 

The Homemakinß Courses. Five basic homemaking cour- 

ses were offered, the first four of which were required of 

each student. They included training in family relatlonsh- 

i_ps, social relationships, care of children, clothing con- 

struction and selection, nutrition and food preservation. 

Homemaking V, home furnishing, was required of the special 

students only, but others could elect it. 

In addition to the basic courses four more semesters 

of clothing arid two more of foods were described as elec- 

tivs In the student handbook. These advanced classes were 

all double period classes. Art courses including Costume 

Design and many crafts related to homemaking were also 

provided. Retailing, a new course in the school, provided 

not only for class study but for practical experience in 

local stores. It was meant to be the counterpart of' Con- 
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sumer Education and train intel1ient saleswomen. 

A most valuable development as a response to wartime 

needs was the introduction of Victory Corps classes. Their 

aim was to equip girls to accept employment in different 

occupations. The ones included depended on the needs of 

Portland and the vicinity. It was from these courses that 

the principal hoped many valuable vocational courses would 

develop and remain part of the school program. The Vic- 

tory Corps courses, pertaining to home economics cnd part 

of the school rrogram for 1943-44, were Nursery School 

Aide, Production Sewing for the Red Cross, Managing the 

Home Front, Fountain and Waitress Training and Retailing. 

The Teacher's Load. When discussing home economics 

teachers' schedules in general for the study, the Girls' 

Polytechnic teachers were not included because of some ir- 

regularities in their classes. Another table has been de- 

vised to show the degree, salary, and information about 

classes for these teachers. 

Many of the statements made about the other teachers 

in the general description also apply here. The degrees 

were the most recent graduations, and in some cases other 

college certificates had been received before these. The 

salary is not in relation to the years of service or the 

degree but is allocated by the Portland School Board. The 

rest of the table is self-explanatory. It is interesting 

to note the great variation in the sizes of classes. The 
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TABLE VII 

The Degree, Salary, Service and Daily Schedules of 
Home Economics Teachers in G-iris' Polytechnic 

Home Ec. 
Classes 

Degree Annual Yrs. No. of No. Other Preps. 
Tea- äfld Sal- Pres. Acad. per Size Per- per 
chers Date ary Pos. Classes Day Ran5e iods Day 

i ES 1910 27O0 38 0 3 7-29 2 Caf. 2* 
2 J.A 1912 2500 31 3 1 16-24 1 S.H. 4* 
3 BS 1938 2600 23 3 3 16-63 0 4 
4 ES 1926 2600 6 1 2 20 1 S.H. 2** 
5 ES 1915 2600 2l 0 3 15-20 1 S.H. 2** 
6 2600 30 0 3 20-26 1 S.H. 2** 
7 ES 1929 2600 13 2 3 23-31 1 S.H. 3 
8 ES 1924 2600 30 0 4 10-28 0 4** 

9 BS 1919 2600 28 0 5 25-34 1 S.H. 2 
10 1800 5 0 4 20-25 2 Coun. i 

* One two-hour period included. 

** Two two-hour periods included. 

one numbering 63 was a drawing class. Nearly all the tea- 

chers had some periods without classes, and many of them 

hd classes for double periods. The G-iris' Polytechnic and 

Jane Addams were the only schools providinß two or three 

hour periods in their weekly schedules. The girls covered 

the same amount of work at the Girls' Polytechnic as at o- 

ther schools because, although they were able to take fewer 

classes if they scheduled a double period one, they chanced 

classes each semester. 

From observations the writer was impressed with the 

standard of work in the home economics and art fields at 
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irls' Polytechnic and the comprehensive nature of the 

traininE provided for 5irls in many VOCatiOflS. ccordin 

to all accounts, the post war program promises some unusu- 

al opportunities for vocational education for girls. 
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SALEM SCHOOL DISTRICT 

Salem is the capital of the State of Oregon and is the 

second largest city in the state. The popu1tion was over 

30,000 in 1940 and is probably many thousands more than 

that at present due to neighboring army camps and wartime 

activities. The town is part of Marion county, which has 

an aree. of 1173 square miles and is fairly thickly populated 

throughout. 

There are three first class high schools in Salem. 

Leslie and Parrish are the junior high schools, with se- 

venth, eighth and ninth grade pupils, while the senior high 

has the tenth, eleventh and twelfth grades. 1-lome economics 

was part of the program of studies i. all three schools and 

was a required subject for seventh and eighth grades. The 

departments were not reimbursed with federal funds. 

It was customary for the principals to spend some 

time counselling the pupils in the grade just below the 

lowest grade in their own school. The junior principals 

visited the elementary schools and explained to the sixth 

grade pupils what junior high school was like. The Benlor 

principals would describe the senior high school program 

to the ninth grade students and 1f possible help them plan 

schedules for their work in the tenth, eleventh and twelfth 

grades. There was a student bulletin provided in the se- 

nior school but not in the junior. 
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Parrish Junior High School 

Parrish, with an enroiLnent of 911, was the largest 

junior high school visited. Th building was approximate- 

ly 22 years old and had 36 classrooms. Sixty of the pupils 

came to school by bus for distances ran1ng froii two to 

fifteen miles. 

The faculty consisted of six men and 28 women, three 

of whom were connected with the home economics department. 

The records accumulated for each pupil were not very 

extensive. The upi1s brought varying amounts of mf orma- 

tion from elementary school, but it was chiefly concerned 

with health nd scholastic progress. ¿ limited number of 

standardized tests were administered, and the principal 

did not attach too much importance to the results, espec- 

ially to IQ scores. 

The guidance of pupils with regard to school courses 

Was reduced to a minimum by offering few electives and then 

only in the fields of art and music. The principal consi- 

dered that girls and boys of this age were not experienced 

enough to make major decisions that might affect their life 

careers. He also pointed out that exploratory facilities 

which had been one of the main characteristics of junior 

high schools when they first started, had been greatly re- 

deced. They were now serving more as links between ele- 

mentary schools and senior high schools, and their programs 

were of an introductory nature to those existing In senior 
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high schools. 

The subjects that made up the greater part of the 

work at Parrish were ig1ish, mathematics, industrial 

arts, homemaking, social studies, physical education, art 

and music of d.ifferent kinds. 

The Home Economics Rooms. The home economics labora- 

tories were inadequate but plans were being made for new 

ones. There were two clothing laboratories, one classroom 

and a very large foods kitchen. The latter was arranged to 

facilitate cafeteria preprat1on sind service and was better 

suited to thL.t than to use as a school foods laboratory. 

The clothing laboratories were very small rooms. 

The 358 girls in the homemakinR classes for one period 

a day each were taken care of by two full time home e cono- 

mies teachers and one other who taught three homemaking 

classes and two glish classes. The teachers have very 

full schedules with large classes, two or three preparations 

per day nd n conference periods. 

The HomemakinR Courses. The course of study used in 

the department was one that had been developed for Salem 

schools from the Oregon State Course of Study. The units 

included for the seventh and eighth grades were Family Re- 

lationships, Food Prepartion and Clothing Construction. 

For the ninth grades the units were similar to those lis- 

ted under Homemaking One in Appendix 2. A cafeteria course 

was also offered to the ninth grade. With this class the 
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school differed from other schools, and it made an inter- 

estin study for the writer. 

Since the foods 1abortory and the cafeteria were one 

and the same thins, the number of foods 1abortory classes 

was limited. Two measures were taken to overcome this dif- 

ficulty. The first ws to introduce one or two classes where 

the discussion and p1ann1n took p1ce in the classroom and 

the practice was done at home. This was far from beine a 

satisfactory arrangement, since homemakin education is con- 

cerned with operations as well s theory. So much of the 

1earnin Is accomplished by doing that lt requires careful, 

trained supervision. The second measure was to offer a 

cafeteria class. The help of the ir1s reduced the time re 

quired to prepare the school lunch, and the laboratory was 

free for more classes during the mornln. At the same time 

the lr1s in the cafeteria class were ettin the experi- 

ence they wanted, It was a very popular class lastln only 

one period. The 27 girls in it required the supervision 

of the hired assistant as well as one of the homemak1n 

teachers. 

One is inclined to associate the idea of many routines 

and much repetition with cafeteria work ¿nd thus doubt its 

educational value. In some other schools visited a class 

on Cafeteria Management ws reserved as an elective for ad-- 

vanced students. The Supervisor of' Home Economics in Sa- 

lem Public Schools stressed very emphatically that only 
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those pupils really wanting to do the work should be al 

lowod into the class. She also pointed out though that 

with a rotating work schedule, which is part of a well or- 

ganized school cafeteria, there is a wealth of education 

exPerience. 

After observing the group of ßirls at work the writer 

was inclined to ask if, after all, this was not the best age 

for such a class. Ninth grade pupils enjoy purposeful ac- 

tivity and the skills were not too difficult. They learn 

to work quickly by standardizing operations, and much con- 

fidence is gained with successful accomplishment. Above 

all, the girls became aware of the value of cooperation. 

The existing program of classes required the pupils to 

change to different teachers for each new unit because some 

rooms were equipped for clothing work only nd others for 

foods. The teachers recognized the weakness of this arrange- 

ment and had decided to change next year so that the one 

teacher would have the same group of girls throughout the 

year. All units would then not have to be exactly twelve 

weeks long, and the teachers could better integrate the pu- 

pilet learning experiences. 

The unit on Child Development for the ninth grade 

girls was chiefly discussion. They made a field trip to 

the nursery school during the unit. A film showing the 

activities and routines of young children had also been 

shown us illustrations for the discussions. 
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Home practice was more definitely part of the home- 

rnking education program than were home projects. Home 

practice was a necessary part of the so-called "dry' labo- 

ratory classes. The teachers considered that both they and 

the pupils were too busy to organize home projects. This 

is not any wonder since the teachers had six classes each 

a day and no conference periods. The classes nearly all 

had from 21 to 27 pupils in them. The same question could 

be asked here as was asked in the Eugene study--might it 

not be better to offer fewer homemaking courses and devote 

more time to conferences, planning home projects and making 

home visits? 

The Salem Senior High School was the largest and one 

of the newest bui1dins visited. The enrollment for 1943- 

44 was 1579 and the number of teachers on the staff 51-- 

36 women and 15 men. The building was eight years old, and 

although it was just one story high, there were 70 class- 

rooms. 

As in all other cases the school was operated on a 

six-period day plus a short home room period in the morn- 

ing. All students were required to take physical education 

for one period a day. The tenth and eleventh grade pupils 

normally took four subjects and had one study 'period each 

day. Twelfth grade pupils of average and above average a- 
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bility were urged to take five subjects. Besides English 

and physical education every year biology, American History 

and social problems were required in the tenth, eleventh 

arid twelfth grades, respectively. The students' bulletin 

outlined various possible combinations of subjects that 

would emphasize particular fields. 

The Home Economics Rooms. In keeping with the rest of 

the school the home economics department was new-looking and 

a little more elaborate than the majority of others visited. 

It contained two clothing laboratories and one spacious 

foods laboratory arranged in n L-shape with an apartment 

in the corner. The apartment kitchen was actually in one 

corner of the rood,s labor:tory. The dinin-liv1nß room of 

the apartment had no outside walls, so to overcome the lack 

of windows, mirrored imitation ones hd been set in the 

wall dividing the apartment from the first clothin3 labore.- 

tory. A bathroom was partitioned off from one corner of 

the living room, and from one of its walls a double bed 

could be lowered into the room. The fireplace, bookshelves 

nd large clothes closet completed the built-in equipment 

of the apartment. At the opposite end of the foods labora- 

tory space had been provided for a few rows of desk chairs. 

The clothing laboratories were large rooms, and the 

equipment was similar to that in other schools. 

The Homemaking Courses. The question that was often 

uppermost in the writer's mind when visiting a senior high 
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school department was: How does the amount of homemaking 

offered and required in the junior high school affect the 

proportion of girls taking the courses in the senior high 

school? The question had real significance in the Salem 

departments because more homemaking was included nd re- 

quired in the program of the junior high school depart- 

ments than in the seventh, eighth and ninth grades of any 

other district. By the time girls had graduated from Par- 

rish Junior they would have hd two or more years with six 

periods a week of homemaking. If they elected the two 

courses offered in the ninth grade, they would have had 

twelve perlods.a week for their third year. 

With this in mind it is interesting to refer to Table 

V and compare the proportions taking homemaking In grades 

ten to twelve at Salem and the proportions taking the cour- 

ses in the same grades at other schools. The proportion is 

smaller in the tenth grade at Salem, but there are larger 

increases in the eleventh and twelfth grades. It would 

seem that when so much homemaking is offered and required 

In the seventh and eighth grades, there is a tendency for 

the pupils not to schedule the classs in the ninth and 

tenth but to elect them in the eleventh and twelfth. How- 

ever, this study did not include enough eases to make too 

definite a statement on this point, and there are many other 

factors that may Influence the proportion taking homemaking 

In the upper grades. 
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The courses offered by the hom1economics department in 

Salem Senior H15h School included two years or clothing and 

one year of foods, a home economics survey course for those 

who had had no seventh, eighth or ninth grade courses, and 

a home administration course open to seniors only. The 

clothing and foods courses were specialized ones following 

up the fundamental units included in the junior high school 

courses. By the time pupils were doing a second year of 

clothing, they were working with wool, silk and rayon in 

tailoring problems or garments for other people. t all 

times they were encouraged to do remodeling, especially in 

cutting dom garments to fit smaller wearers, in combining 

two partly worn garments into one wearable piece or in re- 

modelling men's clothing into jackets and suits for them- 

selves. 

The home economics survey was popular for girls who 

had had a limited amount of homemaking education and were 

more interested in other high school courses. Some clothing 

construction, personal grooming, home nursing, home fur- 

nishi.ng, food preparation and nutrition were included. 

Home administration was open to senior girls only and 

had no pre-reouisites. Attempts were made to touch on all 

phases of successful family life. One of its purposes was 

to develop an intelligent attitude toward household and 

personal buying. The personal, occupational and financial 

problems of the family and marriage problems were discussed. 
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Some time was spent studying child cre and habit forma- 

tion, particularly in relation to its effect on adolescent 

and &dult behavior. 

One oriine.l feature of the department ws the indu- 

sion of senior boys in the ru1ar foods classes. Ten boys 

scheduled the classes and they had to fit into the reu1ar 

foods courses. The teacher considered that more satisfac- 

tory units could have been or5anized for them if they had 

been in a class by themselves. 

For experience with young children the ir1s in home 

administration visited the local nursery school. The Su- 

pervisor of Home Economics for Salem did not consider a 

play school to be ari entirely satisfactory arrangement. 

Too much attention could be focused on the students' 

learning experiences at the expense of the best interests 

of the children. 

Home practice was given more emphasis than home pro- 

jects. The students were required to do a specified amount 

of home prctice work for each homemaking course. Their 

mothers reported on the work, and sometimes the girls were 

able to brin. the completed problems to school. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SuIMARY ND CONCLUSIONS 

This study of the home economics departments in hl5h 

schools of Oregon was imdertaken by a foreign student and 

teacher from New Zealand wishing to coordinate field trips 

with study at Oregon State College. It is chiefly a des- 

cription of the content and activities of the departments. 

In developing this picture of present practices for home- 

making education in the selected schools, it was hoped 

that the description would contain ideas that might be 

useful for homemkinS education in New Zealand and that lt 

might be of value to home economics teachers of Oregon who 

wished to compare their situation and methods with those in 

nearby schools. The school districts included for the stu- 

dy were selected because of their possible similarity in 

size to New Zealand school districts. Exact comparisons 

could not be made because of the limited data about New 

Zealand, but the nature of the study did not make these es- 

s2ntial. 

Lettrs were sent to supervisors, principals and home 

economics teachers in order to arrange the visits. These 

people were exceedingly cooperative in making the best use 

of the limited time available. Some of the administrators 

provided transportation and hospitality which greatly en- 

riched the whole experience. 
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Durin3 each visit the writer endeavored to see some- 

thing of the whole school and s many homemaking classes In 

session as possible, to examine sorne of the work done by 

the pu'ils, to meet all the home economics teachers in the 

school, nd to interview one or more of the teachers and 

the principal. On the average, a day and a half were re- 

quired for each school visit. A day was sometimes ade- 

quate when the teachers had some free periods or when they 

save one or two hours out-of-school time for the interview. 

The interviews with the teachers and principals were 

standardized in so far as the writer had prepared lists 

of questions to be answered and always presented a copy to 

the person belna interviewed. The responses were recorded 

as they were given. Further data were received from forms 

which the teachers, principals and school secretaries 

filled in. Information on each item was then brought to- 

gether and formed the basis for the ßeneral descriptions. 

Since practices v&ried considerably between schools, case 

study descriptions were included to brine out individual 

characteristics. 

From the eight school districts chosen: Albany, Cor- 

vallis, Eugene, Lebanon, Oregon City, Philomth, Portland 

and Salem, 13 schools with hoinemakin. departments were in- 

cluded for the study. 

Little more than a description of the observations 

could be made because time did not permit properly justi- 
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fled evaluations, nor was the writer well enough acquainted 

with the philosophy and methods of kmerican education. 

For the schools visited, some indication of the v;-ria- 

tions in size may be a1ned from these comparisons: the 

number of classrooms ranged from six to 70, the total en- 

roilments from 112 to 1579, and the number of teachers on 

the faculties from six to 51. The schools usually had two 

or three floors and many had basement rooms. It ws inter- 

estin to note that one of the exceptions was the newest 

school where all the classrooms were on one floor. One 

of the most arresting features of all the schools was their 

axtensive ibraries. The pupils were usually required to 

schedule a study hall or library period for each day. 

Many questions were always asked about the guidance 

program, first, to detect any practices that may have in- 

fluenced the ìroportion of girls taking home economics, and 

second, to see wht records were kept for each pupil that 

would be of value to the homemakmnS teachers. In all bit 

one of' the schools providing elective home economics cour- 

ses there was no tendency to emphasize one elective course 

more than others when students were making up new programs. 

Home economics was in equal competition with the other cour- 

ses. In the school that was the one exception the princi- 

pal admitted that homemaking courses for grades nine and 

ten were subjected to considerable proDaganda during f ore- 

casting. It certainly increased the enrollments for the 
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classes. With regard to pupil records, the amount of data 

accumulated varied considerably, and in a few cases the 

home economics toachers had more information on some pupils 

in folders they had compiled. Frequently the principals 

were loath to accumulate extensive records because the work 

required much time and the data were used very little. 

They sometimes expressed surprise that the home economics 

teachers did not avail themselves of more of the inforuition. 

The exception, Jane Addams, had comprehensive records and 

all teachers strove to make optimum use of them. 

The home economics departments, made up of specially 

equipped classrooms, were usually in the main school build- 

Ing. In the majority of cases it was deemed preferable to 

have all the rooms together as one unit, but sometimes the 

foods laboratory was adjacent to the cafeteria and separa- 

ted from the clothinß laboratory. The foods laboratories, 

if anything, were more spacious than the clothin, rooms. 

It was considered satisfactory if the work units contained 

two work tables with their double sets of drawers and cup- 

boards, a double sink and one large stove to be shared by 

four girls. On this basis the foods laboratories had accom- 

modation for 16, 20, or 24 5irls, depending on the size of 

the schools. There was always an ample supply of small e- 

quipment for the preparation and service of food and the 

processes connected with preservation. 

The clothing laboratories varied in size and attrac- 
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tiveness. Rarely were there fewer machines th.n one be- 

tween three girls, and frequently there was one to every 

two iris in the average-sized classes. Large work t bies 

and chairs, built-in wardrobes, ful1-ienth mirrors, book- 

cases, student lockers, blackboards, and bulletin boards 

made up thd rest of the equipment in the clothing rooms. 

Foods and clothing laboratories in the same school usually 

accommodated the same maximum number of pupils. 

One school had a practice houae, three had apartments 

adjacent to the laboratories, and several of the others had 

sections of the foods or clothing classrooms equipped or 

furnished as family size units. Some of the rooms in the 

apartments were given litt1c use snd would have been better 

omitted. The baths and double beds were superfluities. 

The kitchenettes and dining rooms, on the other hand, were 

extensively used and enjoyed by pupils and faculties. 

In the school districts studied, four to six years of 

homemaking education were frequently offered e.nd the first 

two years were often required. Variations in the percen- 

tsges of girls taking the elective courses were due to s. 

number of factors. The newly introduced Victory Corps or 

pre-induction courses have attracted many girls. Home eco- 

nomics was credited as one of these courses, but in some 

cases the girls preferred newer fields. In the larger 

schools home economics is always in competition with a 

great variety of other courses, and the enrollments varied 
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with the quality of the work offered. Where the homemaking 

courses were challenging and satisfying to the girls and 

the personality and the ability of the teacher were admired 

by them, the enrollments were always higher. 

Throughout the schools the periods were between 50 arid 

60 minutes long, and only the two Portland schools provided 

double or three hour periods for some of the home economics 

classes. In the other schools it W.S the pr.ctice for each 

pupil to make up a. schedule for a day, then reput it five 

times a week throughout a semester or a year. If the home 

economica classes had lasted for doub1eriods, it would 

have reduced the number of classes a pupil could have taken 

in a day, and it would have reduced the number of 1rls the 

home economics department could have taught. Many teachers 

considered the hour periods too short, especially for lab- 

oratory classes, but under the conditions they were the 

most convenient length in which to fit the units of learn- 

ing. 

On the whole, more classes were named Homemaking I, II, 

III, 1V, and so forth, rather than Clothing or Foods, indi- 

cating that many related units were included instead of de- 

voting the full time to any one phase. When the classes 

were of a specialized nature, they were usually offered in 

the upper grades and had to be preceded by one or more of 

the homemaking courses. 

The units included in homemaking courses were similar 
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to those listed in Appendix 2. Those for brades seven and 

eight corresponded with Elementary Homemaking, while the 

ninth and tenth grades would h&ve eome units from both 

Homemaking One and Homemakinz Two. The eleventh grade 

work for the most part approxim&ted Advanced Homemaking. 

Many specialized classes on marrie, house furnishing, 

cafeteria maxiagement, child care and tailoring were often 

provided for the eleventh and twelfth grades. L1thouh 

many classes made up their own programs for the yeL.r from 

items of special interest to the class as a whole, the gen- 

eral pattern of units frequently worked out the same as the 

list in the ppendix. The girls' interests would seem to 

be governed more by their age any 

ternal factors. 

Of the classes observed, the sventh and eighth and 

frequently the ninth grades worked more industriously than 

the upper classes. There were often greatly reduced num- 

bers in classes from the tenth and eleventh grades. In- 

creases in the eleventh and twelfth grade enrollments de- 

pended on the nature of the work offered. 

Teachers were required to use much discretion when 

deciding how many of the girls' outside activities should 

be cordinated with home economics courses. Such activi- 

tiec could be arranged in three groups: those associated 

with any program of student body activities, those result- 

ing from wartime appeals to the schools, and those connec- 
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ted with the work pupila were doin after school hours or 

dur1n the summer. Teachers had to be on ¿uard to prevent 

student body activities from encroach1n on too much class 

time, but they were w11l1n to have their pupils accept a 

few responsibilities. Sorne club entertainments provided 

good experience for the ir1s when the work was properly 

plannd ¿nd supervised. As a general rule Red Cross work 

was given little cl&.ss time, since there is not much learn- 

in experience in doin5 the sa thins over and over. It 

was outside activities that influenced homemaking courses 

to the reatest extent. The pupils' interests were focused 

on their out-of-school work, and there was a corresponding 

change in emphasis on different units in the school courses. 

The Victory Corps courses also developed In response to this 

need. 

The teachers were able to do better work if their cias- 

ses did not exceed 24 pupils and if they had at le.st one 

conference period a day. The majority of the teachers and 

administrators stated 20 as the ideal laboratory class. 

Teachers could become better acquainted with each girl and 

were thus able to suggest more satisfying problems for them 

to do. The greatest number of the teachers had three prepa- 

rations per day. Three preparations should not be too many 

and with five classes per day should make the daily pro- 

gram more interestin. On the whole the prIncipali placed 

considerable value on the work of the homemaking teachers 
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and were very appreciative of their cooperation in school 

activities. 

The principals of junior high schools showed their es- 

teem for home economics by making it a required course for 

one to three years. The senior principals were just as en- 

thusiastic about the emphasis placed on the homemaking edu- 

cation and often expressed regret that more girls were not 

el.ctin the courses. 

Integration of home economics units wa increased in 

several ways. In some schools a unit on The ir1 in Her 

Home preceded each year's work and provided opportunity 

for an overview of the work to follow. Usually each year's 

work was built on what had been covered the year before. 

Where the same teachers took a group of girls for all their 

homemaking classes, there was likely to be more integra- 

tion. Paralle1ig school courses with considerable home 

practice and home projects tied the units to every day 

life and to one another. 

Correlation of home economics courses with other cour- 

ses in the school was limited chiefly because the teachers 

did not have time to meet for planning. This was unfortu- 

nate because unnecossary duplication can be eliminated and 

desirable reinforcing can be provided when teachers plan 

their programs together. 

The evaluation of pupils' progress was a continuous 

process. G-rades were usually given for one feature or a- 
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nother at least once week. Attention mi5ht be focused on 

personal development, completion of a project, participa- 

tion in class discussions, and so forth. Objective tests 

were more Dopular than essay-type examinations. Pretests 

were sometimes administered at the beinnin of a unit to 

help the teacher decide where to start or as a teaching de- 

vice to show the pupils what they ought to know. Standard- 

ized tests in any phase of homemakin education were not 

used in any school. 

It was chiefly in thc work of clothinß construction 

that finished projects could be examined by the writer. 

On the whole, beinnin6 claeses worked with cottons and 

made a variety of attractive arinents for school and home 

use. Ninth and tenth grade ir1s were permitted to handle 

rayon or wool if they hd had a year of clothing construc- 

tion. Tai1orin and advanced clothing problems were f re- 

quently provided as elective courses for girls interested 

in taking a third year of clothing. The workmanship shown 

on some sarments made by advanced pupils was equal to that 

done by college ir1s of average ability. Where the tea- 

cher was skillful in clothing construction and dress de- 

sign and kept the standard of work at a satisfying level 

for the girls, the elective classes were usually very popu- 

lar. Many times teachers in the senior high schools did 

not adequately appreciate their pupils' ability and had 

them going over techniques that had been covered in junior 
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high classes. 

Home practice was always part of the honemakin3 edu- 

cation program but was encouraged and checked by teachers 

to varying degrees. Home projects were organized more 

thoroughly in reimbursed schools and were accompanied by 

more home visiting by the teachers. Home practice, home 

projects, end home visits were such essential end helpful 

features of the programs in some of the schools that it 

ill behooves any teacher to leave them out. It would be 

wise to give the girls shorter school courses in homemaking 

just to make time for the planning and supervision of re- 

lated home work. 

Some phase of child development and experience with 

young children was generally considered desirable for grades 

nine to eleven. Flay schools had been successfully organ- 

ized in the majority of senior high schools and had provi- 

ded valuable learning experiences for the girls. Oppor- 

tunities for nursery school experience hd increased with 

the establishment of wartime nursery schools. However, ex- 

cept for Portland, the experience was limited to field 

trips or regular periods of observation for a short time. 

Jane Addams and the OEirls' Polytechnic provided elective 

courses in nursery school work for which the pupIls sched- 

uled two or three periods a day. They not only made thor- 

ough studies of child development but worked, played and 

had lunch with the children and had experience in preparing 
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the food. The study of child development is one of the 

newer ohases of honemakin education and is now considered 

very important. 

Ten out of the 13 schools had cafeterias, and flifle 0±' 

these were supervised to varying de3rees by the homeinakin 

teachers. The principals were divided in their opinion as 

to the advisability of teacher supervision. Harmonious 

work called for c. teacher with the riht personality. 

the use of federal funds for the school lunch program re- 

quires careful checking of accounts and the making of ex- 

tensive records and reports, the work frequently encroached 

on too much of the teacher's time. In all the nine schools 

where there was supervision the home economics teacher or 

class at least checked the menus, but in none of them was 

there any scheme for nutrition education. 'Iuch has been 

written on the :ossibilities and methods for train1n or 

encourain good nutrition habits amone children. It was 

therefore intereatin to observe the limited use so far 

being made of' the cafeterias as a field for education. 

Besides the books in the school libraries the home 

economics departments usually had a 1are collection in 

their own 1boratories. Some were text books and between 

20 and 30 copies of each were available. 1'Iany periodicals 

contained important reference material, and old numbers of 

some were good sources of illustrations for bulletin boards 

and student notebooks. In addition to these, the depart- 
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ments iecuived unlimited supplies of pamphlets from comnier- 

dal companies. These were made available to pupils when 

they applied to class work bit their contents needed to 

be discussed and evaluated. 

Honiemakin courses for boys were not only commended 

by the teachers and principals tut were spoken of as one 

of the needs of th: curriculum. While they were not very 

extensive at present, school administrators predicted they 

would become a permanent part of the post war school pro- 

grams. The boye need to be alone for laboratory classes, 
but for some discussions, especially in family relation- 
ships, it would be helpful to have the boys and girls to- 

aether if $uffictent experience and the 

right personality for hand1in the situation. 

The wartime need for food conservation has stimulated 

interest in nutrition and food preservation. dult classes 

are therefore center1n their attention on these. Home 

economics teachers are able to assist with the classes ac- 

companying canning projects, as some of the work Is done in 

the summer. There are differing opinions as to whether 

horn: oconomics teschers should be asked to add the respon- 

sibility of adult classes to an otherwise full schedule. 

Apparently budetin: of school finance, including that 

for home economics departments, was left almost entirely to 

the school boards, as neither principals nor teachers were 

always aware of the amounts available. The home economics 
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allowances were never on a pupil basis. The teachers el- 

ther hL.d money on hand to pay cash for supplies or had the 

accounts sent to the boards. Larger items were requisi- 

tioned. The total allowance had to cover weekly expenses 

such as perishable foods and laundry, repairs, illustra- 

tive material and new equipment. Books were usually sup- 

plied from the text book fund at the schools. While tea- 

chers did not consider they were unduly restricted, it 

would appear they were missin ood udetin problems by 

not paying more attention to the expenditure of the depart- 

merits. 

In concluding this summary, it would be fitting to draw 

attention to what was proved again to be the most important 

factor i.n successful homemaking education--the teacher. 

Size and arrangement of departments, mount and quality of 

equipment, number and date of publication of text books all 

make a difference, but together they can not make or mar 

the quality of a course as a te.cher can. All through the 

study it was evident that the enrollment in the classes 

and the enthusiasm shown by the girls for the work were in 

proportion to the ability and ideals of the teacher. Tea- 

chers need to be well-read and skillful in as many phases 

of homemaking as possible and should keep up to date in 

their methods; they need to be open-minded in order to e- 

valuate new ideas and learn from their pupils; they need to 

have optimum health so that they are not easily fatigued 
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and their minds re alert to cope with the many problems 

that arise in a class; personally they should demonstrate 

good habits and ideals if these .re what they hope to de- 

velop in their pupils. Above all they need to understand 

and be sympathetic with student problems and the point of 

view of students. Much also depends on what a teacher ex- 

pects from her pupils. If she credits them with average 

intelli:ence and sets standards in accordance rather than 

aimin5 too high or beine satisfied with too low, the pu- 

pils are more likely to develop to their own capacity and 

sain some satisfaction and confidence in their accomplish- 

ment s. 

The study has provided an experience of infinite value 

to the writer, and it is hoped that the description will be 

of some value to the readers. xce teachers finish their 

tra1nin and start working in their profession, it is sel- 

dom possible for them to have the privilege of observing 

other teachers at work. Yet everyone likee to know how his 

work compares with what others are doing. The study might 

have been more valuable to Oregon teachers if an evaluat±on 

of different characteristics and practices had been Inclu- 

ded, but the writer believes this aim would have entirely 

chaned the nature of the experience for her. While people 

like to compare themselves with others, they are not always. 

at ease when a third part,' is makin, a critical comparison. 

The fact that the writer was just observing and learning as 
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much as possible made for a much appreciated informality, 

where &n evaluating situation mi5ht have set some teachers 

on guard. In so far as the description has emphasized the 

beliefs and methods of the majority it has p.rtly Lde an 

evaluation. The interpretation will depend on the philoso- 

phy and experience of the reader. 

New Zealand readers may have found many ideas they 

could adapt to their om situations. Probably one of the 

chief values of the description for them was the extent to 

which it shows that actual practices in homemaking educa- 

tion are following the theory and principles outline. by 

many ¿uthorities. If they are conversant with these i- 

deals, they will hav found that interest. One thing New 

Zealnd teachers ouht to notice is the value cf experi- 

mentetion followed by teacher conferences where all the 

ideas can be nooled. It seems to dd spice to the teaching 

profession. Since home science is one of the newer subjects 

in the New Zealand schools and is not too riid1y governed 

by Education Board requirements or limited textbooks, there 

is plenty of scope for trial and selection. Teachers there 

are keen to receive bulletins, periodicals, and ideas from 

America, but it is not too vain to suest that they might 

develop something teachers here wculd find useful. The uni- 

versal sharin' we hope to see In the life of the post war 

world is coIng to require everyone to give and take. So 

far as the New Zealand and American ways of life are con- 
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cerned, our little differences are not be compared with 

what we h.ve in common. 
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hPPENDI CES 

PPiNDIX 1. QJU]STIONS AND FORMS USED 

Interview with the Principal 

A. The System of Guidance 

What provision is made for the fo11owin: 

1. Surveying of pupils' homes and family backgrounds. 

2. Measuring their I.Q.'s--Individual nd group tests. 

3. Measuring aptitudés and achievement--Individual 
and group tests. 

4. Preventing too early specialization. 

5. Educating pupils about vocations. 

6. Counseling pupils about their personal programs. 

7. Following up the pupils when they leave school. 

B. Permanent and cumulative records may contain any of the 
following items: 

a. Survey of home and family background. 
b. Physical and medical status. 
c. Personal and social developments. 
d. Scholastic progress. 
e. Information from tests. 
f. Any other items (enumerate). 

(Note which ones are recorded at the school.) 

1. Who is responsible for the whole guidance program? 

2. Who can examine the records? 

C. What are the principal's opinions about the present con- 
ditions of home economics in the school with regard to 
the following: 

1. Units includea in the courses. 

2. Size of the classes. 
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3. Numb-.r of pupils, boys and ir1s, taking home eco- 
nomics. 

4. uniber of teachers. 

5. The qualifications of the teachers. 

6. The te:chers' division al' the class work. 

'r. The location of the department. 

8. The size and arrangement of the rooms. 

9. The quality and quantity of equipment. 

lo. The payment of expenses and the department's share 
in the school budget. 

11. The length of the periods and the time spent per 
week by each class in home economics. 

12. The correlation of subject matter between home eco- 
nomics courses and other courses in the school. 

13. The use of home projects. 

14. The arrangement for adult or evenin classes. 

15. The department's share in school community activi- 
ties. 

Is the principal stisf1ed with the emphasis made on home 
economics in the school? If not, what emphasis would 
he like to see? 

If possib1, obtain a copy of the program of studies and 
be sure of answers to the following: 

1. The courses offered in the school. 
2. The subjects that are compulsory in each grade. 
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Name of School 

estions to be answered by the school secretary: 

School Population--enrollment this year: 

Boys Girls Total Age Range 

Twelfth Grade 

Eleventh Grade 

Tenth Grade 

Ninth Grade 

Eighth Grade _________________________________________ 

Seventh Grade 

Post Graduate--full time _______________________________ 

Post Graduate--part time 

T OTA LS 

Pupils cominR to school by bus 
Number of Boys: Girls: 
Range of Distances travelled: 

Teachers 
Number of full time teachers in the school: : F: 

Number of teachers in home economics: 
Number of part time teachers: 

In home economics: 
In other courses: 

School Hours 

Give the times of: 

1 Openin. in the mornin: 4. Length of periods: 
2. Closing in the afternoon: 5. Recess: 
3. Lunch hour: 6. Evening classes: 

7. Adult classes 

Are there any limits to the size of a class in any course? 
If so, briefly describe the situation. Write on the back 
of this paper if necessary. 
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School Secretary 
Make brief answers to the following: 

1. What is the ae of the school building? 
2. What is the total number of classrooms? 
3. How adequately is the school supplied with classrooms? 

Is the present number sufficient or could extra ones be 

used? If so, 5ive reasons. 

4. What private accommodation is there for teachers in the 
way of cloak rooms, lounge and places for them to keep 
books and personal belongings? 

5. What arrangements are made for accommodating coats, hats 
and books or other belongings of the boys and girls? 

6. Library arrangement 
a. Give the total number of books ____________ 
b. The number of periodicals coming in regularly______ 
c. Approximately how many new books are bought each 

year ___________ 
d. What is the arrangement for pupils using books 

at school: 

at home: 

e. What happens to old numbers of the periodicals? 
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Home Economic Interviews 

Make brief notes on the following: (The notes should 
clearly indicate general practices and present conditions.) 

1. The Program or Course of Study--if possible, obtain a 
copy. 

2. What material is used in the preparation of the course 
of study? 

a. Use made of survey material. 
b. Use made of Oregon State Cours of Study. 
C. Other criteria used. 

3. To what extent is there integration within the home 
economics course? 

4. To what extent is there correlation between the home 
economics course and other courses taught in the 
s C ho o 1? 

5. What garments are made in clothing classes? 
6. Is any use made of' the Home Project Method? How is the 

work superviseci and credited? 
7. What outside activities of the various groups are re- 

lated to class work or partly done in class time? 
8. What opportunity is there for experience with young 

children? 
9. The Cafeteria--How is it used? In what way do the home 

economics teachers and pupils help? 
lo. Adult or evening classes--What units are taught and for 

whom are the classes provided? 
11. What use is made of free illustration material and pam- 

phiets? 
12. Reference Books--Check the numbers and age on the spec- 

ial list. Where are they kept? How are they used by 
the pupils? 

13. Periodicals--Check the names on the book list sheet. 
Where are they stored? What use is made of the new 
ones? What use is made of the old ones? 

14. How are the bulletin boards nd exhibit cases used by 
the pupils and teachers? 

15. The Budget--How is the money provided? 
a. Approximately how much is provided? 
b. On what basis? 
C. What is the money used for--perishable food, re- 

pairs, illustrative material, books, equipment, 
other things. 

16. What is the procedure for measuring pupils' achieve- 
ment? 

17. The oupils' records--What do they contain? Where are 
they kept? Who can look at them? What use is made of 

them? 

Has the teacher any post-war plans with regard to the 
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following: (Make brief notes.) 

1. Survey of pupils' homes and family backgrounds. 
2. Pre-testing pupils before they start the class work. 

3. Program of studies for class. 
4. Size of classes. 
5. Inclusion of boys. 
6. Equipment. 
7. Size of classroom and arrangement of furniture. 
8. Books--number and use. 
9. Periodicals. 
10. Use of home projects. 
11. Adult classes. 
12. Integration within home economics cLsses. 
13. Correlation between home economics courses and other 

courses in the school. 
14. Greater opportunity for pupils in community activities. 
15. dget and payment of expenses. 
16. Measuring pupils' achievement or aotitudes. 
17. Keeping records. 
18. Vocational guidance. 

a. At school. 
b. When the pupils leave for work. 
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Name of School: Name of teacher: 

Schedule of teacherts school day: 

No. in 
Period Hours Naine of Class Grades Class Sex Range 

Schedule of year's work for classes: 

Basis for Opportunities 
Choice of for Pupils' 

Name of Class Units to be Covered Units Choices 



"To 

Name of school______________________________________ 

Population of Home Economics classes--rollment 19L.3-44 

Lon ¿e st 
e Bus Distance 

Boys airis Total Ran Pupils Traveled 

Twelfth grade ____________________________ 

Ninth grade 
Eihth grade 
Seventh grade 
Earlier grades 
Post graduate-- 

full time 
Post graduate-- 
parttime ________________ ____________________________ 

Ldults 
________________________________________ 

Equipment in the Home Economics Department 
(Make notes on the following:) 

1. The location of the Home Economics Department rooms. 

2. When was the department last renovated? 

3. Rooms 

Tes of No. in Other 
Room Class For class work--state units ctivitis 

4. What class activities are carried on in the Foods 
Laboratory--check below: 
discussion study cooking for cafe. 
demonstration meal planning others (list) 

food prep. meal service 

5. What arrangements are provided for serving meals to: 
a. embers of the class 

b. Visitors 
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Name of School 

Make notes on the number and. description of the following: 
(Description might include size, finish, use, age or ar- 
rangement). 

EQuipment Number liescriptlon 

1. Work tabI 1n foods 
laboratory ______________ 

. serving 
3. Work ta 

abj.es 

es for sew- 
ing 

4. Drawers and cupboards 
in unit kitchens 

5. Sinks in each 
6. Sinks in other parts 

of the room 
7. 3.as or electric plates -_______________________ 
8. Stoves (a) gas (b) 

wood (c)electricity 
9. xhibit cases 

n oa 
11. Shelve ii books 

Shelves for magazines 
l2.G-erieral storage space 

for: 
a .dishes 
b. silver 
c .glassware 
d.utensils 
e.c1e.ning equipment 
f.food 
g.11nen 

n 

i.pamphlet mat 

j .11lustrative 
material - 

k.first aid _________________________________ 
l.play school 

equipment 
m housefurni shing 
material 

n.other things-- 
li st 

13 .::achines 
.. .treadle 
b.electric 

14.Wardrobes _______________________________ 
15.Ironin boards 
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16. Irons 
17.Din1n room 

furniture 
18.Livin5 room fumi- 

ture--list 
19.Filing cabinets 
20. Teachers' desks 

eces 
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Name of School 

Make a sketch plan of the home economics rooms indicat 
size of room and placinç of the following equipment: 

1. sinks 
2. stoves 
3. refrigerator 
4. cooler 
5. teacher's desk 
6. work tables 
7. food storage 
8. utensils 
9. illustrative material 
lO.books 

11. linen 
12. student's belongings 
13. dining furniture 
14. living room furniture 
15. bedroom furniture 
16. drying closet 
17. machines 
18. blackboard 
19. exhibit cases and notice 

boards 
20. other large pieces 
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APPDIX 2. COURSES AND UNITS IN OREON STATE 
COURSE OF STUDY FOR HOMAKING EDUCATION 

Elementary Homemaking 

1. The Girl and Her Home 
2. Looking One's Best and Learning to Sew 
3. Helping with Family Meals 

Homemaking One 

1. Personal appearance and 
2. Keeping Clothes in Good 
3. injoying Small Children 
4. Foods and Health for the 
5. The Girl and Her Friends 

Homemaking Two 

Clothing 
Condition 

High School Girl 

1. Food Preservation 
2. Clothing for the High School Girl 
3. Child Guidance 
4. Management for Family Living 
5. Family RelEtionships 
6. Satisfying Family Meals 

Advanced Homemaking 

1. Making the House Livable 
2. Personal i1oney Management 
3. Consumer iying 
4. Child Development 



APPENDIX 3. BOOKS AND PERIODICALS USED MOST 
EXTENSIVELY THROUG-HCUT SCHOOLS STUDIED 

Author Name of Book Publisher 

Allen, Betty; and Behave Yourself, 
Brigs, Mitchell Pi- 1937. 
rie. 

Allen, Betty; and If You Please, 
Brigs, Mitchell Pi- 1942. 
rie. 

Bailey, N. Beth. 

Baxter, Laura; and 
Latzke, Alpha. 

Meal P1annin and 
Table Service, 
1936. 

Modern C1othin, 
1938. 

Baxter, Laura; Justin Sharing Home Life, 
Margaret M..; and 1941. 
Rust, Lucile Csborn. 
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J.B. Lippincott 
Company. 

J.B. Lippincott 
Company. 

Ivianual Arts 
Press. 

J.B. Lippincott 
Company. 

J.B. Lippincott 
Company. 

Berolzheimer, Ruth. The American Wo- Garden City Pub- 
man's Cook Book, lishing Corn- 

1942. pany. 

Calvert, Maude R.; The New First Course Turner E. Smith 
Richardson, Anna E.; in Homemaking, and Company. 
and Ciemmitt, Mary. 1932. 

Dennis, Lemo T. Living To6ether in American Home 
the Family, 1937. Economics Ass. 

Denny, OErace G. Fabrics and How to J.B. Lippincott 
Know Them, 1942. Company. 

Farmer, Fannie Mer- The Boston Cooking- Little, Brown and 
ritt. School Cook Book. Company. 

Friend, Mata Roman. Earnin5 and Spend- 
in5 the Family 
Income, 1938. 

D. Appleton-Cen- 
tury Company. 

Goldstein, yeta; and Art in Everyday The IIacMi1lan 
Go1dstein, R. Mar- Life, 1942. Company. 
riet. 
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oodspeed, Helen C.; Care and Training J.B. Lippincott 
and Johnson, ima. of Children, 1938. Company. 

3-orrell, Faith Lan- Food and Family J.B. Lippincott 
man; McKay, Huhi- Living, 1942. Company. 
na; and Zuill, 
Frances. 

Graves, :ildred; and Your Home and Fami- Little, Brown and 
Ott, Marjorie M. ly, 1935. Company. 

Green, Charlotta C. 

Groves, Ernest R.; 
Skinner, E.L.; and 
Swenson, S.J. 

Halliday, Evelyn 3-.; 

and Noble, I.T. 

Your Home and You, 
1942. 

The Family and its 
Relationships, 
1941. 

Hows and Whys of 
Cooking, 1943. 

Harris, Jessie W.; andEveryday Foods, 
Lacey, Elizabeth V. 1941. 

Allyn and Bacon 

J.B. Lippincott 
Company. 

University of 
Chicago Press. 

Houhton Miff- 
lin Company. 

Harris, Florence L.; The Home Economics Little, Brown and 
and Huston, Hazel H. Omnibus, 1941. Company. 

Jordan, Harvey H.; Home and Family, The MacMillan 
huer, .L.; and 1937 Company. 
Brown, J.F. 

Justin, ìIarßaret; Home and Family J.B. Lippincott 
and Rust, Lucille .í. Living, 1941. Company. 

Kennedy, Ada; and Consumer Econoaics, The Manual Arts 
Vaughn, Cora. 1939. Press. 

Marsh, Hattie iar1e. 

Mc Le an, Mr s. Beth 
Bailey. 

IIcLean, Mrs. Beth 
Bailey. 

Building Your Per- 
sonality, 1940. 

The Table Graces. 

Prentice-Hall 
Inc. 

The Manual Arts 
Press. 

Setting Service and The Manual Arts 
Manners. Press. 

Pierce, Beatrice. It's l'lore Fun When Farrar and Rifle- 
You Know the hart. 
Rules, 1935. 
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Rathbone, Lucy; and Study Guide to Prob- I1ouhton i.liff- 

Tarpley, Elizabeth. lems of Fabric and lin Company. 
Dress, 1943. 

Rockwood, Lemo Den- Teachinß Family Re- American Home 
nis. lationships in the Economics Ass. 

High Schools, 1935. 

ssell, iab1e; and Art Training Through The i4nual Arts 
Wilson, Elsie Pearl. Home Problems, Press. 

1933. 

Ry&n, ildred OEraves. Your Clothes and D. Appleton-Cen- 
Personality, 1942. tury Company. 

Ryan, Mildred OEraves. Cues for You, 1941. D. Appleton-Cen- 
tury Company. 

Shultz, Hazel. 

Tri1lin, 1able B.; 
Eberhart, E. King- 
man; and Nicholas, 
Florence W. 

Trilling, Mable B.; 

and Nicholas, Flo- 
rence. 

Housing and the D. Appleton-Cen- 
Home, 1939. tury Company. 

When you Buy, 1939. J.B. Lippincott 
Company. 

The Girl and Her Houghton I.Iiff 

Home, 1932. lin Company. 

Trilling, Mable B.; Problems in Home J.B. Lippincott 
Williams, Florence; Economics, 1939. Company. 
and Reeves, Grace OE. 

Van Duzer, Adelaide Everyday Living for J.B. L1pincott 
L. and Others G-iris, 1936. Company. 
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Periodicals 

American Home, 3401 FranklIn Ave., St. Louis, Lissouri. 

Better Homes and ardens, Meredith Publishin5 Company, 
Des Moines, Iowa. 

&.tterick Fashion Book, aitterick Pub1ishin Company, New 
york, New York. 

Consumers' Guide, Consumers' Cc 'cil, Aricu1tural Ad- 
justrnent Administration, Wa ton, D.C. 

Forecast, The Forecast Publi .ing Company, 6 East 39th 
Street, New lrork, New York. 

Good Housekeeting, International .aaz1ne Company, New 
York, New York. 

Journal of Home Economics, American Home Economics As- 
sociation, ii1ls Bui1din, Washington, D.C. 

Ladies' Home Journal, Curtis Pub1ishin Company, Phila- 
deiphia , Pennsylvania. 

Mademoiselle, Street and Smith Publications, Inc., 79 
Seventh Ave., New York, New York. 

Parents' Magazine, Parents' Pub1ishin Association, New 
York, New York. 

Practical Home Economics, Lakeside Publishing Company, 
468 Fourth Avenue, New York, New York. 

What's New in Home Economics, Harvey and Howe, Inc., Pub- 
usher, 919 N. Mlchig&n Ave., Chicago, Illinois. 



TiBLE VIII 

List of Schools and Dates Visited 

Dates Visited 
Towii Name of School in 1944 

Albany Central Junior High 
School 

Senior High School 

Corvallis Junior High School 
Senior High School 

Eugene Joodrow Wilson Junior 
High School 

Senior Hi3h School 

Lebanon High School 
Oregon City High School 
Philomath High School 

Portland irlst Polytechnic 
Jane Addams 
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Feb. 17 and 24 

Feb. 15 and 24 

Feb. 8 and 10 
Jan. 27 and Feb. 8 

March 7 
Mar. 9 and 4pr. 11 

Feb. 3 
March 16 
Jan. 20 

Jan. 5 and 7 
Jan. 6 

Salem Parrish Junior High 
High School March 23 

Senior High School March 24 

TABLE IX 

Population of Towns Visited with Population 
and Area of their Counties 

Towns Counties 
Names Pop. Names Area Pop. Approx. 

Sq. Miles Pop. per 
SQ. .ile 

Albany 5,654 Linn 2,294 30,485 13 
Corvallis 8,392 Benton 647 18,629 28 
Eugene 20,836 Lane 4,594 69,096 15 
Lebanon 7,427 Linn 2,294 30,485 13 
Oregon City 6,124 Clackamas 1,890 57,130 30 
Philomath 856 enton 647 18,629 28 
Portland 305,394 Multnomah 424 355,099 837 
Salem 30,908 Marion 1,173 75,246 64 


